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High-temperature solid particle receivers have been widely studied for use in concentrated solar
power systems to absorb concentrated solar radiation. Many efforts have been made to select a particle
that can increase the performance of these systems. In this experimental study, available coating
technology for particles is used to examine whether it could enhance heat transfer. A packed bed setup is
designed and validated to assess the heat transfer of these particles. The validated packed bed opens the
scope in which a packed bed can be used as a primary experiment for the prediction of suitable alternative
particles and reduce the cost of large-scale experiments for solar energy. A solar simulator, consisting of
one 7 kW xenon arc lamp, is used to heat the particles.
Alumina is selected as the primary material of particles, and AMA (Al2O3–Mo–Al2O3) is selected as
the coating of particles. Axial and radial temperature profiles are measured to compare the heat transfer
rate through coated particles and uncoated particles. The comparison was made over the temperature
range from room temperature to 1100 °C for different sizes of particles from 176 μm to 1023 μm.
Furthermore, the thermal stability and durability of the particles in high-temperature conditions caused
by the radiative heat transfer of a solar simulator are investigated qualitatively. Although the AMA coating
was not stable over 1031 °C for materials that contain more alumina, the results include the relative
benefit of the coating for those materials. Comparing the temperature profiles of coated and uncoated

particles showed that coating would cause more heat absorption for MES976 particles. But the coating
did not affect the heat absorption for CP368 particles. The described procedure is presented as a means
to efficient thermal testing of new candidate particles for solar receivers.
A numerical approach is applied to calculate the effective thermal conductivity of each particle
from experimental results. The results showed the effective thermal conductivity was higher for particles
with larger average pore sizes. Moreover, the effective thermal conductivity of the MES976 increased on
average 6% due to AMA coating. However, it decreased for CP368 on average 8%. Finally, a twodimensional cylindrical packed bed example is solved analytically. This analytical method can be applied
to various geometries, boundary conditions, and assumptions to achieve a basic design of packed beds.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1. Concentrated Solar Power Technology
Concentrated Solar Power (CSP) technology is used to generate electricity by concentrating direct
solar radiation through mirrors or lenses onto a small area of a tower, converting it into thermal energy
[1]. Conventional CSP systems typically utilize fluids (e.g., water, molten salt, air, liquid metal) flowing
through panels of irradiated tubes, which leads to large thermal resistance and material strength
limitations (high stress rising from high temperatures and high-pressure fluids) [2]. In contrast, solid
particle receivers use solid particles that are heated directly through beams of concentrated sunlight as
they pass through the device that collects solar radiation, namely receiver [2]. Heated particles may be
stored in an insulated tank, which can be used as heat storage as well as to heat a working fluid for power
generation [3]. The presence of one or more heat storages provides base-load electricity even if the solar
radiation is not available 24 hours a day. These receivers allow direct storage and higher solar
concentrations that lead to higher temperatures (1,000 °C), greater effectiveness, and lower costs [2, 3].
1.2. Falling Particle Receivers
Solid particle receivers can be divided into falling, centrifugal [4], and dense granular-flow [5, 6,
7] (Figure 1.1). Moreover, falling particle receivers can be classified into two types: free-falling particle
receivers and obstructed-flow falling particle receivers [8] (Figure 1.2). In the free-falling particle receiver,
particles fall freely without hitting or passing through any obstacle. On the other hand, in an obstructedflow falling particle receiver, particles hit or pass through barriers (e.g., porous panels [3], staged [9], or
chevron-shaped mesh structures [3, 8, 10]), leading to an increase in the residence time of the particles
in the concentrated beam of light [8]. In centrifugal particle receivers, particles are heated through rays
of concentrated sunlight while the particles move along the walls of the receiver due to the rotating force
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[4]. In the dense granular-flow particle receivers, the granular-flow passes over an inclined plane [5] or
through a cavity [2, 3] while they are irradiated by the concentrated sunlight. All these systems have been
made to maximize absorption while minimizing losses.

a)
b)
c)
Figure 1.1. Different solid particle receivers: a) falling [11], b) centrifugal [4] and c) dense granular-flow
[12].

a)

b)

c)

Figure 1.2. Falling particle receivers: a) Free [9] and b) Staged [9] and c) Chevron-shaped [3].

2

1.3. Particles
Several particle materials were tested in order to be utilized in solid particle receivers. For the first
time, Hruby [13] showed the technical feasibility of a free-falling particle receiver, which uses solid
particles for high temperatures. As her study focused on receiver design and particle material selection,
she identified an alumina-based particle material as a suitable (high strength and inexpensive) material
for these receivers.
Recently, some commercial ceramic particles composed of alumina, silica, and other oxides were
investigated and utilized in the solid particle receivers. These particles are used commercially as proppants
in the oil and gas industry for hydraulic fracturing and are sufficiently available [14]. Ho et al. [2, 3, 15]
tested industrial ceramics on 1 MW high-temperature free-falling and obstructed-flow falling particle
receivers at the National Solar Thermal Test Facility at Sandia National Laboratories. In their test [2], they
used CARBO Accucast ID50 particles with a nominal diameter of about 280 μm for about 200 hours of onsun testing in the 1 MW falling particle receiver prototype. Their results showed that the measured,
packed bed solar absorptance of the unused particles was the same as that of the used particles. Also, the
average particle diameter of the unused particles was decreased by about 20% after use in the prototype.
Siegel et al. [14] measured the radiative properties, solar absorptance, and thermal emittance for
several commercially available proppants in both types of unused and heated particles at a temperature
in the air between 700 °C -1000 °C. Their studies showed that heated particles have lower solar weighted
absorptance; from 93% to 84% after 192 hours of exposure at 1000 °C. Particles had better stability at 700
°C, and the solar absorptance stayed above 92% after 192 hours. They found that the absorptance of some
sintered bauxite proppants was high (>0.9). In another study, Siegel et al. [16] carried out some tests for
several available proppants and also several material formulations that are chemically simpler than
currently available proppants. Of tested proppants, spherical sintered bauxite particles between 200 μm
and 700 μm diameter were more effective for the falling particle receiver. The as-received solar weighted

3

absorptance of these particles is higher than 0.90, which gradually degrades with extended heating in the
air above 700 °C. Certain metal oxide pigments, added to Al2O3:SiO2, have proven to achieve the same
amount of solar absorptance compared to those of the commercially available particles.
Knott et al. [17] examined several types of sand with varying mean diameters and composition,
along with a commercial ceramic at a temperature in the air between 600 °C -1000 °C to investigate
attrition and sintering in CSP towers. They demonstrated that for all studied particles, the rate of attrition
is reduced as temperatures increases. They predicted that the rate of attrition or loss of particles is
insignificant over the life of the CSP system. Furthermore, Lopez et al. [17, 18] at Processes, Materials,
and Solar Energy Laboratory (PROMES-CNRS) showed a feasible solar receiver capable of heating silicon
carbide particles of diameter 64 μm above 700 °C.
As a part of the SandStock project in the UAE, two sand desert samples from different locations
of the UAE desert were investigated in a 2 kW CSP system for thermal energy storage [19]. They
demonstrated that desert sand from the UAE, because of its low cost, can be an economic candidate to
use for thermal energy storage. Their results showed that for the temperature above 900 °C, the
intensified agglomeration would be unavoidable. By replicating the study, Diago et al. [20] proved that an
initial mass loss of samples occurs during the first heating cycle for temperatures 650 °C to 1000 °C.
Considering the mentioned studies, the particle’s material and size play an essential role in the
efficiency and cost of CSP systems that use solid particle receivers. Suitable material and size will have
high solar absorptance, low thermal emittance, high effective thermal conductivity, and high heat
capacity. Tables 1.1 and 1.2 present particles used in the on-sun tests and simulation tests, respectively.
Ho [11] introduced some potential particles that can be an alternative for the current particles to use in
the on-sun tests. He introduced high strength materials like alumina, which has low absorptivity. His
results on the advantages and disadvantages of these particles are demonstrated in Table 1.3.
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Table 1.1. Particles used in the on-sun tests.
Particle

Size [μm]

CSP Location

CSP

CARBO
Accucast ID50

Diameter:
about 280

USA (Sandia
1 MW free and
National
obstructed-flow falling
Laboratories)
particle receivers

Sand desert

Mean Sauter
diameter: 164
and 202

UAE

Red sand

-

Saudi Arabia

Sintered
Bauxite

Median particle
diameter:
917

Juelich,
Germany

More Information

Ref.

-

[2, 3, 15]

For the temperature
2 kW gravity-fed
above 900 °C the
combined solar
intensified
[19, 20]
receiver/storage system agglomeration will
be unavoidable.
300 kW particle heating
receiver

-

Up to 500 kWth power
Bulk density 2.02
and 900°C receiver outlet
g/cc
temperature

Table 1.2. Particles used in the off-sun tests.
Particle

Diameter [μm]
(*mean Sauter diameter)

Ref.

CARBOHSP

697

[14]

CARBOHSP 20/40

697

[16]

CARBOPROP 30/60

443

[16]

ACCUCAST ID50

275

[16]

CARBOBLACK 20/40

658

[16]

Silica sand

248- 286 *

[17]

Olivine sand

247- 250 *

[17]

Alumina sand

252- 254 *

[17]

Silicon carbide

64

[18, 24]

Cristobalite

58

[18, 24]

5

[21]

[22, 23]

Table 1.3. Potential particles to use in future on sun tests [11].
Material

Composition

Advantage

Disadvantage

Silica sand

SiO2

Stable, abundant, low
cost

Low solar absorptivity and
conductivity; inhalation risk

Alumina

Al2O3

Stable

Low absorptivity

Coal ash

SiO2, Al2O3, + minerals

Stable, abundant, no/low
cost

Identify suitable ash,
attrition

Calcined flint clay SiO2, Al2O3, TiO2, Fe2O3

Mined abundant

Absorptivity, low attrition

Ceramic particles Al2O3, SiO2, Fe2O3, TiO2

High solar absorptivity,
stable

Relatively higher cost

1.4. Coating of Particles
In efforts to maximize absorption, coatings have been used in concentrating solar power systems.
Studies have been done to improve costs, efficiency, durability, and maintenance of both reflectors and
absorbers by using coatings. Atkinson et al. [25] stated that the challenges in concentrating solar systems
had been attacked by researchers to resolve issues by using a coating for reflectors and absorber tubes.
These challenges are included reflection, abrasion, oxidation or corrosion, and low solar selectivity. One
of the possible approaches to enhance particles in the CSP systems in terms of increasing solar
absorptance and durability would be coating the particles. For the application of CSP systems, a coating
should result in high absorptance (>0.95), low emittance (<0.10), high durability, and thermal stability at
temperatures in the air above 400 °C [26]. The difference between absorptance and emittance will happen
because of the spectral selectivity of these coatings. The spectrum of irradiation of sunlight is mostly
between 2.5 to 5 μm, while this would be higher than 5 μm for thermal emittance of material at
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temperatures (T ) lower than 700 °C. As radiative losses of the absorbers are proportional to T 4 , low
emittance is an essential parameter for high-temperature conditions [27]. For the purpose of decreasing
the front surface reflections of ceramic coatings, Al2O3 is extensively used as a dielectric material due to
its lower refractive index ( n = 1.65 ) and great thermal stability [26].
Al2O3–Mo–Al2O3 (AMA) [28, 29] is a multi-layer absorber consisting of two aluminum oxide
(Alumina: Al2O3) dielectric layers and a 20 nm thick molybdenum layer between them. AMA has been
developed for spaceborne applications and is used extensively for high-temperature applications, which
makes it a suitable candidate for the proposed research. The AMA coating has an absorptance of 0.85 and
emittance of 0.22 at 1000 °C and 0.11 at 500 °C [30, 31] To the author's knowledge, coating the particles
is an idea that has not been evaluated for particle receivers, and basic experiments should be done before
coated particles are used at larger scales.
1.5. Packed Bed Experiments
Using packed bed experiments instead of full-scale tests to extract particle properties to use in
simulations or analysis saves on energy usage and costs. Nasr et al. [32] experimentally investigated
various packing materials (aluminum, alumina, glass, and nylon) under forced convection heat transfer
from a cylinder embedded in a packed bed. Their results demonstrated that the heat transfer coefficient
increased with decreasing particle diameter and increasing particle thermal conductivity. Through
another experimental study, Nasr et al. [33] evaluated the effective thermal conductivity of solid spheres
made of alumina, aluminum, and glass of two different particle diameters (2.5 to 13.5 mm), resulting from
conduction and radiation heat transfer. By considering effective thermal conductivity for the packed bed,
all three modes of heat transfer merge into a single mode which is modeled as conduction. It was noted
that the effective thermal conductivity is enhanced with an increase in the particle size and bed
temperature. In their research, an electric furnace was utilized as a radiative heating source.
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Klein et al. [34] studied convective heat transfer for a packed bed operating over the temperature
ranges of 350-900 °C and 600-900 °C (Figure 1.3). The fluid and solid temperature profiles for spheroid
shaped ceramic particles (pebble diameter 19 mm) in the packed bed were measured in the axial and
radial dimensions. A burner was used as a heat source and included a preheat step. The results were
compared to numerical simulation, which agreed with each other.

Figure 1.3. Schematic of the experimental setup of Ref. [34].

Ruiz et al. [35] performed a numerical and experimental analysis of the packed bed exposed to a
porous burner. Their experiments were performed on alumina spheres, 8 mm in diameter. The results of
the test and the numerical model of the discrete element method were in the same order of magnitude.
In another study, Gu et al. [36] analyzed Ni-Al2O3 spherical particles with a diameter of 3 mm in a tubular
packed bed heated by a set solar simulator and cooled by methane/nitrogen gas flow. A simplified threedimensional model is established by Fluent 13.0 and is validated by their experiments.
Grobbel et al. [37] tested a packed bed of ceria particles (mean Sauter diameter of 277μm), which
were directly irradiated with a solar simulator under vacuum conditions to peak temperatures above 1300
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°C (Figure 1.4). A single xenon arc lamp of the high-flux solar simulator of DLR in Cologne, Germany, was
used for all experiments. The results were compared to heat transfer simulations in ANSYS Workbench,
which yielded a good agreement for all thermocouples between the model and the experiment.

Figure 1.4. Schematic of the experimental setup of Ref. [37].

Avila-Marin et al. [38] studied the thermal behavior of a packed bed design made of alumina
pebbles with diameters of 9 or 13 mm. The packed bed is heated by a solar simulator and cooled by air
flow. They coated pebbles with a selective coating (Al2O3/Pt diffusion barrier with silica-filled porosity, Pt
reflector layer, Al2O3/Pt diffusion barrier, spinel layer, and anti-reflective coating). They compared them
with two commercial coatings, the Pyromark coating, and the Spinel-based coating. They stated that the
coated pebbles increase the thermal efficiency compared to the uncoated ones. However, they did not
mention what parameters they considered for efficiency and if the coatings are applicable to other
applications like solid particles receivers, and particles less than 2 mm in diameter.
A summary of particles that have been used in the pack bed experiments is shown in Table 1.4.
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Table 1.4. Particles used in the pack bed experiments.
Diameter [mm]
Material (*mean Sauter Temperature [°C]
diameter)

Heat Source

More Information

Ref.

Burner (Fuel/air
ratio of burner 0.8 % to 2.2%)

Spheroid shaped ceramic
pebbles (Denstone 2000)

[34]

Ceramic

19

350-900
and 600-900

Ceria

0.277 *

peak temperatures
above 1300

Solar simulator

26.85-526.85

Silicon carbide
heating elements

Alumina

6.64 and 9.79

Alumina

9 and 13

180-310

Solar simulator

Ceria particle (density 6636
kg/m3)
Aluminum Alloy 1100, Al (99%
min.), Si (0.95%) — Shiny and
perfectly spherical
Aluminum Alloy 1100, Al (99%
min.), Si (0.95%) — Shiny and
perfectly spherical
Al203 (86.4%), Si02 (8.32%), MgO
(2.2%), BaO (1.5%), CaO (0.96%)
-- White - squished spheres
Al203 (86.4%), Si02 (8.32%), MgO
(2.2%), BaO (1.5%), CaO (0.96%)
-- White - squished spheres
Al203 (90.4%), Si02 (5.63%), MgO
(1.71%), BaO (1.04%), CaO
(0.7%), Na20 (0.23%) —WhiteShort cylinders with
hemispherical caps
Al203 (90.4%), Si02 (5.63%), MgO
(1.71%), BaO (1.04%), CaO
(0.7%), Na20 (0.23%) —WhiteShort cylinders with
hemispherical caps
Cooled by air flow

Alumina

8

300-870

Porous burner

methane/nitrogen gas flow

[35]

Ni-Al2O3

3
2.85, 6.00 and
13.53

300-800

Solar simulator
Silicon carbide
heating elements

Cooled by air flow
Soda-Lime Silica Glass —
spherical

[36]

Electrical cartridge
heater

Solid spheres of Nylon

[32]

Aluminum 3.24 and 6.33
3.24, 6.33 and
Aluminum
12.23
Alumina

2.77

Alumina

2.77

Alumina

6.64 and 9.61

Glass
Nylon

6.35 and 12.7

Temperature
Electrical cartridge
difference
heater
approximately 10
26.85-976.85

Silicon carbide
heating elements

Temperature
Electrical cartridge
difference
heater
approximately 10

26.85-976.85

Silicon carbide
heating elements

Temperature
Electrical cartridge
difference
heater
approximately 10

26.85-626.85
Temperature
difference
approximately
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[37]
[33]

[32]

[33]

[32]

[33]

[32]

[38]

[33]

1.6. Research Objectives
Harvesting a small fraction of the sun’s energy that reaches the earth has the potential to meet a
considerable portion of the world’s energy demands with clean, renewable energy. CSP Systems carry
exceptional promise to produce cost-effective utility-scale electricity [39]. As conventional central
receiver technologies are limited to temperatures of around 600 °C (molten-salt receivers) [3] or have
limited capacity for direct thermal storage (air receivers) [40], designing solid particle receivers which
combine the best features of air receivers (thermal stability at high temperatures) with the best features
of molten salt receivers (direct thermal storage), is required. Furthermore, in the process of designing, it
can be noted from the presented review that a large amount of research has been done to select a suitable
candidate for particles that can be used in the solid particle receivers in terms of effectiveness and cost.
The objective of this study is as follows:
1.

This research attempts to answer the question of whether or not an available coating technology
for particles leads to enhanced heat transfer over different levels of temperature and different sizes
of particles for the application of solid particle receivers. The enhanced heat transfer and better
performance of particles refer to the increase of heat transfer from the irradiated surface of a particle
bed to particles deeper in the bed. In addition, conducting and evaluating this experiment will lead to
ease of further studies advancing CSP systems along with thermal energy storage in terms of
efficiency, cost, and maintainability.
This primary objective is addressed by testing a given specific coating of particles by comparing
the heat transfer rate through coated particles versus uncoated ones in a high temperature packed
bed experiment. As discussed in the previous section, some studies have been done to improve
particle performance through a coating. However, they were limited mostly to specific low
temperatures or specific applications such as vacuum conditions. This research seeks to examine
recently available coating technology for particles, for uses of solid particle receivers over the different
levels of temperatures, which could be utilized in other applications like thermal storage systems.
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Since this study focused on the particles' size and coating, the related analysis has been studied,
including heat absorption and effective thermal conductivity.
2.

The second objective of this research is to carry out an experiment and numerically analyze the
output to examine the effect of the size of particles on their heat transfer properties. Aside from the
demand to select the optimum size of the input particle into solid particle receivers, it is critical to
know when the particles lose their high heat transfer properties due to size-changing through the
process of solid particle receivers. Although some research has been done to survey the effect of size
on particle heat transfer, it is important to investigate it for new candidate materials [33].

3.

It is worth noting from the reviewed papers that research studies used a large scale or prototype
of solid particle receivers to test and examine particle efficiency and properties. This action is
expensive and energy-intensive. It will be more useful to analyze the static properties of new potential
particles in the high-temperature heat transfer packed bed and, after achieving proper results, test
them in dynamic conditions.
The third objective of the proposed work is to develop and validate a packed bed setup to use for
examining particles for solar thermal applications. Most of the past research has experimentally
investigated convective heat transfer for applications like thermal energy storage. The few analyses
that used radiation as a heat transfer source are done only for the vacuum condition or for utilization
rather than solar applications. Therefore, this research will open the scope in which a packed bed can
be used as a primary experiment for the prediction of suitable alternative particles and reduce the
cost of large scale experiments for solar energy.

4.

The fourth objective of the proposed work is to investigate the thermal stability and durability of
the coating in high-temperature conditions caused by the radiative heat transfer of a solar simulator.
Due to the lack of durability (degrading) in the air and limitation to high temperatures used in previous
research, it is essential to examine this limitation based on recently available coating technology to
overcome this restriction.
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CHAPTER 2
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
In this chapter, a test setup design is described. The design was utilized to create a packed bed
experiment to ensure it appropriately yields the tests objective.
2.1. Test Setup
A packed bed test was designed and assembled to investigate the properties of the particle. A
schematic diagram of the constructed packed bed setup is shown in Figure 2.1. It consists of a cylindrical
bed as well as a mirror that is used to reflect the radiated light from a xenon arc lamp to the cylindrical
bed of the particles. All the data received through a data acquisition system (DAS) were recorded on a
laptop.

Figure 2.1. Schematic illustration of the experimental setup.
A laboratory-scale test facility was developed for the packed bed experiment at Solar Thermal
Energy Laboratory located at the Crosby Hall in the University of Maine (Figure 2.2). The setup was able
to work in operating temperatures from ambient to 1100 °C, at atmospheric pressure. The primary
components of this setup are described in the following subsections.
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Figure 2.2. Photograph of the high- temperature packed bed test setup.
2.1.1. Solar Simulator
A high flux solar simulator, commercially called Lamphouse Xenoluxe 4.000/7000 W Proyecson
(Figure 2.3), was used as a heat source for the experiments. The solar simulator was a horizontal
arrangement equipped with a reflector and encompassed one 7 kW Xenon arc lamp. The minimum
current permitted by the lamp manufacturer was 60 A, and the maximum was 200 A. Hot air is extracted
from the solar simulator by a centrifugal fan located at the top of the apparatus. The simulator has a
control panel including an ammeter and current potentiometer. The lamp was shielded by means of a
cover that could be moved through a rotary crank handle. Proper positioning of the lamp was performed
via a control arrangement incorporated inside the apparatus, which enabled vertical, horizontal, and focal
adjustments. It was found by trial and error that the solar simulator takes 35 seconds to warm up and
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radiate a constant heat flux. Two-dimensional flux density profiles of the solar simulator in the plane were
not available to use in calculations. The solar simulator was powered by means of an XP-EC 170 electric
power supply.

Figure 2.3. Solar simulator apparatus.
2.1.2. Crucible
A crucible was made from a calcium silicate board (non-combustible, high-temperature insulation
board) to ensure unidimensional heat transfer and low heat loss through convection from the cylinder of
particles to the side wall. The board, composed primarily of lime, silica, and reinforcing fibers, machined
into a cylindrical crucible in order for the particles to conduct (the lost) heat uniformly (Figure 2.4). As
shown in Figure 2.4, the cylinder of particles measured 30 mm diameter and 20 mm height, whereas those
of the crucible were 90 mm and 50.8 mm, respectively.
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Figure 2.4. The crucible geometry.

Provided by the manufacturer, Table 2.1 represents the thermal conductivity of the calcium
silicate board over different temperatures.

Table 2.1. Thermal conductivity of the calcium silicate board.
Temperature [°C]
93
204
316
427

Thermal conductivity[W/m∙K]
0.094
0.101
0.108
0.115
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Two high-temperature calcium silicate insulation boards were purchased to use in the design of
the crucible and insulation of the test stand. One has a high density (881 kg/m3) and high flexural and
compressive strength. The other one has a lower density (641 kg/m3), which makes it easy to use in
machines and also lower thermal conductivity, so that at a mean temperature of 500°C, the high-density
and low-density board has 0.1563 [W/(m∙K)] and 0.1196 [W/(m∙K)] thermal conductivity, respectively.
Considering this difference in thermal conductivity, the low-density board was selected for the insulation
around the cylinder with a thickness of 3 mm.
2.1.2.1. Critical Thickness
Sometimes adding insulation will increase the heat transfer based on the property of insulation
and ambient condition. This critical thickness happens when convection resistance decreases more than
the increase of conduction resistance due to adding insulation and increasing the heat transfer area. It is
necessary to check if the selected thickness is greater than the critical thickness.
In order to calculate the insulation board's thermal resistance over different thicknesses, consider
the crucible in Figure 2.5. The resistance to heat transfer between the particles in the cylinder (radius r )
and the air around the insulation (radius R ) is dominated by conduction in the insulation and natural
convection in the air. The total conduction and convection resistance per unit length is

 = Rcond
 + Rconv
 =
Rtot

ln ( R r )
2 kins

+

1
2 Rhair

(2.1)

where kins is the thermal conductivity of the insulation, and hair is the natural convection coefficient of
the air. The average natural convection coefficient of the air can be calculated from the average Nusselt
number. The average Nusselt number is equal to the ratio of average convection coefficient to conduction
in a fluid layer of thickness L :

Nu =

hair L
kair
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(2.2)

Figure 2.5. Thermal circuit for heat loss.

In this study, L is the height of the crucible, and kair is the thermal conductivity of air. The
empirical average Nusselt number is provided by Churchill and Chu [41]:



0.387 Ra1/6


Nu = 0.825 +
9/16 8/27 
1 + ( 0.492 Pr )  


 

(2.3)

where Ra and Pr represent Rayleigh and Prandtl numbers, respectively. The Rayleigh number is
calculated according to:

Ra =

g  (Tins − Tinf ) L3



(2.4)

where g is the gravitational constant,  is the kinematic viscosity of air,  is thermal diffusivity of air,
and  represents the volume expansivity of air. All properties of the air can be evaluated at the film
temperature. The film temperature of the air is assumed to be equal to the average temperature of
insulation Tins and air Tinf
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Tf =

(Tins + Tinf )
2

(2.5)

Using Equations 2.2 to 2.5, for the selected insulation thickness (30 mm), the derivative of
Equation 2.1 is not equal to zero. It shows that critical thickness is not happening in the prescribed
problem. To investigate in more detail, the total thermal resistance for different insulation temperatures
was calculated and was plotted as Figure 2.6 (a). It shows that adding insulation will increase the total
thermal resistance for the selected insulation thickness up to ten times. Figure 2.6 (b) shows the total,
convection, and conduction thermal resistances corresponding to the insulation thicknesses for insulation
temperature equal to 100 °C. It demonstrates that the change of the conduction thermal resistance is
higher than convection thermal resistance. Therefore, the total thermal resistance is dominated by the
trend of the conduction thermal resistance.

a)

b)

Figure 2.6. a) The total thermal resistances corresponding to the insulation thicknesses for different
insulation temperatures, b) The total, convection and conduction thermal resistances corresponding to
the insulation thicknesses for Tins = 100 C .
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2.1.3. Test Stand
A test stand was utilized in order to hold the mirror and the crucible base tightly (Figure 2.7). On
top of that, two fans were incorporated into the test stand to cool the mirror. The crucible stand could
retain the crucible in a fixed position so as to make sure that all the experiments were to be conducted in
the same condition. Moreover, it could be adjusted in three directions. Therefore, the test stand enabled
the experiment operator to precisely locate the crucible on the reflected focal point.

Figure 2.7. Test stand.
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2.1.4. Thermocouples
Fifteen K-type thermocouples (Figure 2.8), suitable for the operating temperature range [37],
were utilized, seven of which were placed among the particles. Thermocouples 1 to 5 (TC1 to TC5 - at the
center of the cylinder) measured any temperature change along the vertical axis of the particles. TC3, TC6,
and TC7 monitored radial temperature gradients. To precisely calculate heat loss from the insulation, six
thermocouples (TC8 to TC13) were placed into the insulation. TC14 was laid outside the insulation to track
ambient temperature, and TC15 was located opposite the mirror to protect it from overheating. The exact
location of thermocouples is specified in the crucible design section. All of the thermocouples measured
1.16 mm in diameter except for TC1 to TC5, which measured 0.508 mm. The rationale behind selecting
this diameter for TC1 to TC5 was to reduce their effect on the heat transfer inside the cylinder. According
to ASTM Standard Specification E230, the selected thermocouples would demonstrate a standard error
limit of ± 0.75% in the temperature range of 293 °C to 1250 °C.
TC1 to TC5 located in the center of the cylinder, and their respective distance from the top surface
was 2, 6, 10, 14, and 18 mm. TC3, TC6, and TC7 were laid in the same plane (10 mm from the top) and
within 15, 7.5, and 0 mm distance from the wall of the cylinder, respectively.
2.1.5. Data Acquisition System
A 32-channel USB-2416-4AO (along with a thermocouple expansion card, AI-EXP32) data
acquisition system was used to acquire temperature data. Data were transferred to a laptop via a USB
cable. DAQami™, a data acquisition companion software, was used for acquiring data on the laptop. The
manufacturer calculated the accuracy error at a data rate of less than 500 sample/s. For type k
thermocouples, the typical accuracy error would be ±(0.00108T+0.457) °C, and the maximum accuracy
error would be ±(0.00106T+0.948) °C in the temperature range of 0 °C to 1372 °C. The manufacturer noted
that the data acquisition system should be warmed up for 45 minutes after powering it on to avoid higher
errors.
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Figure 2.8. Positions of thermocouples.

2.2. Crucible Machining Process
In the following, the machining process of making the designed crucible is numbered step by step:
1. Vertical Saw Machine: At first, the low-density calcium silicate board is cut by a vertical saw
machine to the size 274 mm × 125 mm × 25.4 mm (Figure 2.9).
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Figure 2.9. The calcium silicate board after machining by the vertical saw machine.

2. CNC Machine: A G code was developed (Appendix A) to cut the board with a CNC machine, as the
following figure shows (Figure 2.10). The left part was created by cutting a large circle with a
diameter of 90 mm out of the board. This part was employed as the base part of the crucible. The
right part was created by subtracting a small circle with a diameter of 30 mm and a depth of 20
mm and then cutting a large circle with a diameter of 90 mm out of the board. This part was
employed as the top board of the crucible. The unmachined right part of the board was utilized
to fix the board by the CNC work-holding fixture.

Figure 2.10. The base and top board of the crucible.
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3. Milling Machine: All the designed holes for the thermocouples were machined by a milling
machine with a 1.5 mm diameter drill bit (Figure 2.11). The final picture of the crucible after
machining is shown in Figure 2.12.

a)

b)

Figure 2.11. The position of thermocouples holes at a) top and b) base of the crucible.

Figure 2.12. The crucible after machining.

2.3. Mounting the Thermocouples
In the previous designs, drill bits with diameters of 1 and 2 millimeters were used to make
thermocouples' holes. The 2 mm drill bits create holes which are remarkably loose for the selected
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thermocouples. On the other hand, the 1 mm drill bits are thin and flexible; therefore, when they
penetrate the crucible at one side, they form an imprecise position at the other side (Figure 2.13 a). To
avoid these issues, the 1.5 mm drill bits were utilized in the final design since they fit with selected
thermocouples (ranging from 0.508 mm to 1.16 mm) better than 2 mm drill bits, and further, they cut the
calcium silicate board without changing penetration direction (Figure 2.13 b).

a)

b)

Figure 2.13. The effect of flexibility of drill bit in the exact position of holes a) 1 mm drill bit and b) 1.5
mm drill bit.

In order to compare all tests, it is necessary to fix the position of thermocouples in the insulation
to have the same positions. In a trial and error approach, some options were assessed for this task. At
first, a heat resistant cement (AL-CEM from ZIRCAR Ceramics, Inc) was applied to secure the
thermocouples’ position into the crucibles. One thermocouple is embedded in each of the holes and
covered with thermal cement. The initial attempt was unsuccessful, and it could not hold the
thermocouples in their places. After checking several water ratios to cement and communicating with
ZIRCAR Ceramics about the ineffective attempts, the cement was applied only to a thermocouple without
inserting it into the crucible (Figure 2.14). The result was a fragile coating with many cracks, and the
cement exhibited more cohesion than adhesion with the thermocouple. Therefore, the AL-CEM was not
appropriate for the pursued use.
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a)

b)

Figure 2.14. a) The thermocouple immediately after applying the cement. b) The thermocouple after
drying for one day.

As an alternative, a heat resistant Kapton tape (Polyimide film tape) with 2.70 mm thickness was
utilized to fix the thermocouples. The maximum performance temperature for this tape is 260 °C. At first,
a gentle curve is applied to the thermocouple's flexible sheath to stack all of them up at one side of the
crucible, and then thermocouples are held in their place by the tape (Figure 2.15).

Figure 2.15. Fixing the thermocouples’ position with the Kapton tape.
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Five of the thermocouples had a diameter of 0.508 mm. These thermocouples were loose in the
1.5 mm diameter hole. Therefore, an appropriate quantity of mineral wool was put in the five holes to fill
the free space between the thermocouples and the insulation. The results led to a steady and stable
fixture (Figure 2.16 (a)). All thermocouples’ cables were labeled to be distinguishable from each other
(Figure 2.16 (b)).

a)

b)

Figure 2.16. Picture of thermocouples a) after using wool to make them stable b) after labeling them and
placing on the base.

After fixing the thermocouples, the actual locations of TC1 to TC7 were measured. Because of the
small size scale of the packed bed, unconventional methods were used to measure these thermocouples'
locations. The schematic picture of the axial thermocouples' positions along the centerline of the packed
bed (TC1 to TC5) is presented in Figure 2.17 (a). In order to measure the actual location of these
thermocouples, a piece of blue board (extruded polystyrene) was placed into the packed bed along with
the thermocouples so that the thermocouples leave a trace on the blue board (Figure 2.17 (b)). Then the
marks were measured. Table 2.2 shows the goal and actual distance of TC1 to TC5 from the top surface.
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a)

b)

Figure 2.17. a) The schematic picture of the position of TC1 to TC5. b) The blue board used to measure
the position of axial thermocouples.

Table 2.2. The distance of TC1 to TC5 from the top surface.
TC1

TC2

TC3

TC4

TC5

Goal distance [mm]

2

6

10

14

18

Actual distance [mm]

2.38

6.00

10.22

14.52

18.23

The schematic positions of the actual location of the radial thermocouples (TC3, TC6, and TC7) are
presented in Figure 2.18 (a). In order to measure these actual locations, a photograph of the packed bed
was taken from the top view, and the distances were measured with photo-editing software (Figure 2.18
(b)). Then these distances were scaled to the actual size of the packed bed. Table 2.3 shows the goal and
actual distance of TC3, TC6, and TC7 from the crucible inner wall. These processes were repeated several
times from starting the experiments until the last experiment. These measurements prove that the
positions of the thermocouples were not changed through all of the experiments.
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a)

b)

Figure 2.18. a) The schematic picture of the position of TC3, TC6, and TC7. b) Photograph of the packed
bed was taken to measure the position of radial thermocouples.

Table 2.3. The distance of the TC3, TC6, and TC7 from the inner wall of the crucible.
TC3

TC6

TC7

Goal distance [mm]

15

7.5

0

Actual distance [mm]

15.21

8.09

0.80
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2.4. Particles
Suitable particles were identified from the literature. Proppants were chosen based on their
trending applications in solid particle receivers. The primary advantages of proppants are high
absorptance and the low cost of the material. Five sizes of proppant samples were ordered, mostly made
of aluminum oxide (alumina), from Carbo Ceramics. Furthermore, a batch of alumina milling balls was
ordered, primarily composed of aluminum oxide, from MES. The nominal size of the particles is from 75
μm up to 1.7 mm. Table 2.4 contains the size and material information of the particles, as well as the
abbreviations that will be used in this research. Sauter mean diameter ( D32 ) is calculated by using the
following equation [42]
n

D32 =

n D
i =1
n

i

3

i

(2.6)

 ni Di 2
i =1

where n is the number of particles with diameter D . Sphericity shows how spherical the shape of
particles are. The selected particles are spherical and have different colors. Three of them are grayish, two
of them are blackish, and one is white (Figure 2.19).

Table 2.4. Particle size and material information.
Size range D32
Sphericity Main material
[mm]
[mm]
0.71-1.7 1.023
0.9
Alumina

Product

Abbreviation

1

Carbobead LT 16/20

LT1023

2

Carbobead LT 30/50

LT503

0.3-0.85

0.503

0.9

Alumina

3

Carbobead LT 40/70

LT340

0.15-0.6

0.340

0.9

Alumina

4

Carbobead CP 30/60

CP368

0.15-0.6

0.368

0.9

Alumina

5

Carbobead CP 50/140

CP176

0.075-0.3 0.176

0.9

Alumina

1.0

Alumina

6 Alumina milling media balls

MES976

0.5-1.0

30

0.976

a)

b)

c)
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Figure 2.19. Photograph of a) LT1023, b) LT503, c) LT340, d) CP368, e) CP176, f) MES976. All images are
at equal scale.
2.4.1 Coating
An existing coating, but one novel to use in solid particle receivers, was applied to the particles.
For simplicity, a common coating in the high-temperature solar thermal applications was utilized. The
selected coating is AMA. The AMA coating has an absorptance of 0.85 and an emittance of 0.22 at 1000
°C and 0.11 at 500 °C [30, 31]. Further information regarding the benefits of the coating is presented in
the introduction. Two types of particles, CP368 and MES976 were selected to apply the coating on them.
In order to apply the coating and leverage experience of coating methods, the Solar Thermal Energy
Laboratory collaborated with faculty at the Frontier Institute for Research in Sensor Technologies (FIRST).
As the particles are made primarily from alumina, the first layer of the alumina was not applied to the
particles. Technicians at FIRST deposited a 20 nm layer of molybdenum on particles with a sputtering
technique and then a 200 nm layer of alumina with the Atomic Layer Deposition (ALD) technique.
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The ALD method is a suitable method to coat the particles where precursors react to the surface
of the particles (substrate). Therefore, a thin film of alumina could cover most of the particles except the
particles' contact surface with the table. To avoid toxic reactants for molybdenum ALD, sputtering
deposition is used for applying the molybdenum coating. Sputtering deposition flux is directional [43].
Thus, molybdenum was coated on the surface that is normal to the deposition flux while the other side
was not coated. Figure 2.20 shows photographs of CP368 and MES976 before and after the coating. As
shown in the figure, due to the sputtering technique limitation, the coating did not cover all parts of the
spherical particle. However, alumina film approximately covered all the parts of the spherical particle. The
technical information of deposition is presented in Appendix B.

a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 2.20. Photograph of CP368 a) before coating, and b) after coating. Photograph of MES976 c)
before coating, and d) after coating. All images are at equal scale.
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CHAPTER 3
PRELIMINARY SETUP: IDENTIFY AND RESOLVE EXPERIMENT DESIGN ISSUES
The preliminary experimental setup was investigated to identify and remove issues within the
experiment. After resolving the problems, the main setups were carried out to collect data for analysis.
The procedure of these tests was similar to the described experiment process in chapter two. The electric
current of the solar simulator was 60 A, and the desired maximum temperature of TC1 was 700 °C. This
temperature was selected lower than the desired temperature at the main setups in order to assess the
potential issues of the packed bed experiment without the risk of a failure of the crucible. The tests were
conducted only for CP and LT particles and before the availability of coated particles.
3.1. Experiment Procedure
The experimental procedure is vital to know for analyzing the data. In this section, the procedure
of experiments is explained. At first, particles were poured (not pressed) into the bed. An image of
particles in bed was taken using a studio light box. The packed bed was then placed inside the test stand.
The thermocouples’ reading was recorded at starting time (t = 0) when the solar simulator was turned
on. After 37 seconds, the lamp was uncovered, and the focused radiation began to heat the crucible.
These 37 seconds were designed for solar simulator warm-up. The packed bed was initially at room
temperature but was rapidly heated to the desired maximum temperature due to radiation heat transfer.
The minor change in initial bed temperature caused by differences in ambient temperature from day to
day was not found to influence the results noticeably. After reaching the desired maximum temperature
for TC1, the solar simulator was turned off, and the cooling of the packed bed was initiated by natural
convection. The temperature was recorded until all the thermocouples reached within 3 °C of ambient
temperature. In the end, again, an image of particles was taken to compare their appearance with the
first image.
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3.2. Results
The preliminary tests were conducted using LT1023, LT503, LT340, CP368, and CP176 particles. The
temperature distribution of LT503 particles is presented in this section as an example of the preliminary
experimental setup results. The results for other particles are available in Appendix C1. Figure 3.1
illustrates the temperature distributions along the axial direction during the heat-up phase of LT503
particles for TC1 to TC5. Also, Figure 3.2 shows the temperature distributions along the radial direction
for TC3, TC6, and TC7. Although the profiles exhibit an expected trend, the TC3 reading did not change
during the experiment. This was due to connection problems in thermocouples, which was observed in
other thermocouples as well. The experiment for LT503 particles was replicated for the second trial, and
the results are presented in Figure 3.3. The difference between the results of two identical experiments
shows that the setup was not fixed on its position, and a slight change of the base could lead to a wide
variance in the results.

Figure 3.1. The temperature distributions along the axial direction of LT503 particles (Tmax = 700 °C, I = 60
A).
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Figure 3.2. The temperature distributions radial direction of LT503 particles (Tmax = 700 °C, I = 60 A).

Figure 3.3. The temperature distributions of TC1 to TC3 for first and second trial of LT503 experiments
(Tmax = 700 °C, I = 60 A).
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3.3. Adjusting the Position of Lamp and Crucible
One observation from the initial heating trials was that two identical experiments’ outcomes
differed from each other, and a slight change of the base position could lead to a wide variance in the
results. The reason was that the solar simulator’s reflected beam was concentrated on a specific area. In
order to avoid this problem, the position of the base was marked with high precision such that if the base
was moved, it would be located at the previous position.
Moreover, it was noticed that the temperature profile was not symmetric in the radial direction.
This could be because of the asymmetry reflection of the solar simulator on the crucible. Because the light
was not focused on the center of the particles, the crucible cracked during this set of experiments (Figure
3.4). The exact position of the beam on the crucible could not be determined visually, as shown in a picture
that was taken (Figure 3.5 (a)). To find out the position, the picture was analyzed in photo post-processing
software. Figure 3.5 shows some steps of this action to achieve the eventual result. Figure 3.5 (d) proved
that the reflection of the beams on the crucible is not symmetrical and focused on the center.

Figure 3.4. The crack on the crucible as a result of asymmetric heat.
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a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 3.5. a) Photograph of the crucible during the experiment CP368 b), c) and d) some steps of postprocessing of picture (a) to find the reflection shape of solar simulator light on the crucible.

This issue was caused by the non-flat surface of the mirror (Figure 3.6). As the mirror could not
be replaced before the second set of the experiments, reflector and crucible positions were adjusted such
that the most focused light could be achieved. The reflector and crucible each had six total parameters to
adjust: 1) the horizontal position of the reflector, 2) the vertical position of the reflector, 3) reflector
distance from the lamp, 4) the horizontal position of the crucible, 5) the vertical position of the crucible,
and 6) crucible distance from the solar simulator. By changing all parameters one at a time and checking
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the position of the light on the crucible (same process as Figure 3.5), the best position was selected. Figure
3.7 displays the results, where different filters are used in these two pictures to show the concentration
levels of light. The low light filter shows a more intensive light level than the high light filter.

Figure 3.6. The surface of the mirror (distortion of the reflected image shows that there is curvature in
the image).

a)

b)

Figure 3.7. Reflection shape of solar simulator light on the crucible with a) High light filter b) Low light
filter, after adjusting reflector and crucible position.
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3.4. Reducing the Noise
The initial set of experiments shows that some noises influence some of the temperature
measurements enough that it can be difficult to make a correct thermocouple reading. Figure 3.8 shows
the temperature variation of TC10 during a part of the heat-up phase for LT340 and CP176 particles. The
fluctuation of the temperature is apparent in this figure. Corrective actions were taken before conducting
the main experiments.

Figure 3.8. The temperature variation of TC10 during a part of the experiment for LT340 and CP176
particles (Tmax = 700 °C, I = 60 A).

After some tests, it was found that the noises were mainly from ground loops and fan noise,
especially mirror fans. Therefore, the following steps were taken to reduce the noise as much as possible:
-

Selecting lower data rates and sample rates for each thermocouple as much as possible.

-

Selecting data reading frequency for each thermocouple not the same as the frequencies of the
mirror’s fan.
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-

Turning off the mirror’s fan as soon as possible.

-

Avoiding the thermocouple’s wires to touch the base of the crucible.

-

Not put the laptop on the battery.

-

Restarting the laptop and the Data Acquisition System if the above steps did not fix the noise.
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CHAPTER 4
MAIN SETUPS: RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
After resolving the challenges with the initial experimental setup, the first main setup experiments
were carried out to use in the analysis. The test results of temperature distribution for these experimental
setups are presented in this chapter. The heat flux input to particles was decreased in the second main
setup to provide more detailed information on the experiments by decreasing temperature change and
extending the heat-up phase. Before comparing the provided results to each other, they are used in the
latter section to calculate the effective thermal conductivity. Then the physical appearance of particles is
investigated by using the image of particles before and after experiments. After that, by using the
calculated effective thermal conductivity and physical characteristics of particles, temperature
distributions of particles are compared with each other to estimate the overall characteristics of irradiated
particles.
4.1. Main Setup 1 Results
The setup 1 experiments were conducted at high temperatures at two different solar simulator
electric currents to generate packed bed temperature profiles across the operating temperature ranges
of potential solid particle receivers in concentrated solar power systems. In the following sections, the
results of these lamp electric current input are presented.
4.1.1 Lamp electric current input: 60A
In this section, the solar simulator’s electric current was 60 A, and the desired maximum
temperature of TC1 was 900 °C. That means the heat source (solar simulator lamp) was switched on at
time origin (t = 0 s) and switched off after the temperature of TC1 reaches 900 °C. However, the TC1
temperature for MES976 particles reaches a steady-state before passing 900 °C. Thus, the heat source for
MES976 switched off after the temperature of TC1 reached 864 °C.
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At this step, the experiments and their results proved that all the issues in setup 1 were fixed, i.e.,
1) Two identical experiments had the same results, 2) The thermocouples’ noises were decreased to a
typical and non-noticeable magnitude(less than 1 °C), 3) The input heat flux became axisymmetric.
Furthermore, despite increasing the desired maximum temperature from 700 °C to 900 °C, the input heat
flux did not damage the crucible.
Figures 4.1 and 4.2 illustrate temperature profiles for different thermocouples in axial and radial
directions for CP368 and MES976 particles. The results of other particles are presented in Appendix C2. In
contrast with the previous section, the figures in this section and the next sections contain both the heatup and cool-down phases. In radial direction figures, the transition between these two phases is indicated
by the vertical lines in figures where the simulator switched off. The axial direction figures include TC1, so
these two phases are distinguishable from each other, where TC1 reaches 900 °C (864 °C for MES976
particles). While the thermocouple readings in the cool-down phase continued until the thermocouples
reached ambient temperature, the end parts of the cool-down stage are not included in the figures.
Therefore, the figures focus more on the more important part of data that high rates of change.
LT and CP particles show a similar trend to each other compared to MES particles. TC1 was located
about 2.4 mm below the packed bed surface and reached the highest temperature during the
experiments. For LT and CP particles, TC1 passed the 900 °C quickly (after 21 to 50 seconds) and reached
its highest temperature (917 °C to 927 °C). TC2, at about 6 mm below the bed surface, attained a maximum
temperature between 315 °C to 389 °C. TC3, approximately at the center of the bed, showed a maximum
temperature in the range of 124 °C to 163 °C. TC4 (about 14.5 mm below the bed surface) and TC5 (about
18.2 mm below the bed surface) indicated maximum temperatures between 71 °C to 92 °C and 57 °C to
73 °C, respectively. However, for MES particles (Figure 4.2 (a)), TC1 did not pass the desired temperature,
900 °C, and reached a steady-state at 864 °C after 444 seconds. Also, TC2 to TC5 of MES976 particles
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recorded higher temperatures compared to CP and LP particles since MES976 received more heat flux. A
comparison between particle size and material is discussed in the last section of this chapter.

a)

b)

Figure 4.1. Temperature at various thermocouple locations for CP368 particles (Main Setup 1; Tmax =
900 °C, I = 60 A) a) axial direction b) radial direction. The vertical line identifies where the TC1 reaches
900 °C.
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a)

b)

Figure 4.2. Temperature at various thermocouple locations for MES976 particles (Main Setup 1; Tmax =
864 °C, I = 60 A) a) axial direction b) radial direction. The vertical line identifies where the TC1 reaches
864 °C.
The results in the radial direction (for example, Figure 4.1 (b)) show that the temperature
difference between the center of the bed and the crucible wall is in the range of 74 °C to 97 °C for LT and
CP particles. This range for MES particles (Figure 4.2 (b)) is 152 °C. Some delay between the heat source
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and the temperature response is noticeable in the figures. For example, although the heat source
switched off when TC1 reached 900 °C, the temperature at TC1 kept increasing for some seconds. The
reason is that the heat needs time to pass through the bed in conduction, convection, and radiation mode.
Higher effective thermal conductivity leads to a faster temperature response to vicinity temperature
variation. Also, lower position thermocouples (for example TC5) keep increasing in temperature reading
for longer than the upper thermocouples. The stored heat in particles due to their heat capacities is
responsible for this observation.
Experiments with the same procedure are conducted for the coated particles. As an example of
results, the temperature profiles for different thermocouples in axial and radial directions for coated
particles of MES976 are shown in Figures 4.3. The temperature profiles of coated CP368 and also radial
directions are available in Appendix C2. While TC1 did not reach the 900 °C in as-received MES976
particles, it reached 900 °C in 66 seconds in coated MES976 particles. The same as particles size and
material, a comparison between coated and uncoated particles of CP368 and MES976 is discussed in the
last section of this chapter.

Figure 4.3. Temperature in axial direction for coated MES976 particles (Main Setup 1; Tmax = 900 °C, I =
60 A).
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4.1.2 Lamp electric current input: 90A
To compare the effect of heating rate, the six as-received particles were tested in the same
procedure and maximum temperature, but this time with the solar simulator electric current of 90 A.
Figure 4.4 displays temperature values at various thermocouple locations in axial and radial directions for
MES976 particles as an example for these tests. Despite the fact that TC1 for MES particles did not pass
the desired temperature in 60 A case, it reaches 900 °C after 292 seconds in 90 A case. This helped to have
similar data for as-received MES976 compared to other as-received particles, and in consequence, its
effective thermal conductivity could be calculated.

Figure 4.4. Temperature in axial direction for MES976 particles (Main Setup 1; Tmax = 900 °C, I = 90 A).

4.2. Main Setup 2 Results
In the first main experimental setup, most particles reached the desired maximum temperature
in less than a minute. Achieving a smoother transition from ambient temperature to maximum
temperature is critical for calculating effective thermal conductivity. To achieve a smoother and, in
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consequence, a more prolonged heat-up phase, the position of the lamp and crucible were altered mainly
by increasing the distance between the crucible and mirror so that less radiation heat flux hits and
concentrates on the particles. The results of this alternation can be observed by comparing the reflection
shape of solar simulator light on the crucible for main setup 1 and main setup 2 (Figure 4.5).

a)

b)

Figure 4.5. Comparing reflection shape of solar simulator light on the crucible with two different filters
for a) setup 1 and b) setup 2.

For this setup, experiments were carried out for all CP and LT particles as well as coated particles
(Appendix C3). The as-received MES particles were not tested in this setup since they had a smooth
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transition in setup 1 and did not reach the maximum temperature. Furthermore, the focus of this set of
experiments was on axial temperature deviation for the purpose of calculating effective thermal
conductivity. Therefore, the temperature reading was recorded only for thermocouples located in the
center axis of the packed bed (TC1 to TC5) and crucible (TC12 and TC13).
Figure 4.6 shows the temperature variation of various measuring points in the axial direction for
LT1023 particles as an example of results. The results indicate that the setup 2 was successful in increasing
the time of the heat-up phase by 2 to 4 times compared to setup 1. Table 4.1 presents the additional time
to reach a temperature of 900 °C for setup 2 compared to the setup 1.

Figure 4.6. Temperature at TC1 to TC5 for LT1023 particles in Main Setup 2 (Tmax = 950 °C, I = 60 A).

Table 4.1 The delayed time to reach a temperature of 900 °C for setup 2 compared to setup 1.
Particle
Setup 1 time [s]
Setup 2 time [s]
Time Delay [s]

LT1023
21
73
52

LT503
32
134
102

LT340
47
172
125

CP368
34
109
75
48

CP176
48
135
86

Coated CP368
66
212
146

Coated MES976
31
132
101

4.3. Calculating Effective Thermal Conductivity
A reverse numerical approach was applied to calculate effective thermal conductivity using
thermocouples reading in the axial direction. By considering effective thermal conductivity for the packed
bed, the particles and fluid involved in the packed bed can be assumed to be one single solid media. Then,
by applying the heat conduction equation of the simplified problem and using thermocouples reading in
the axial direction, effective thermal conductivity could be calculated. Consider Figure 4.7 (a) as a
simplified one-dimensional form of the bed of particles where points 1 to 5 represent TC1 to TC5. Points
0 and 6 represent the temperature at the surface and bottom of the bed, respectively. The governing
equation of the conduction heat transfer for transient analysis is

c

T
=  ( k T )
t

(4.1)

where  , c and k represent density, specific heat and thermal conductivity of the packed bed (air and
particles), respectively.
It should be noted that distances between thermocouples are not always equal. To discretize the
equation, consider Figure 4.7 (b) as an example for cell 2. Point 2 is where TC2 is located, and point 2’ is
at the center of the cell. Therefore, the temperature at 2’ is calculated as below.

T + 2T2 + T3
T +T T +T 
T2 =  1 2 + 2 3  2 = 1
2 
4
 2

(4.2)

Now, Equation 4.1 for cell 2 can be discretized

c

T2 t

T2t2 − T2t1
2
=
( q − q )
t2 − t1
( x12 + x23 ) in out

(4.3)

 represent input and output heat flux of the
where t is the average time of t1 and t2 . Also, qin and qout
considered domain. For calculating qin in Equation 4.3, consider the colored area in Figure 4.7 (c) as a
cell. The input heat flux will be calculated as
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a)

b)

c)

Figure 4.7. Schematic of a) simplified packed bed domain, b) discretization of temperature at of cell 2,
and c) discretization of input heat flux at the interface of cells 1 and 2.

qin = k12

T1t − T2 t
x12

where k12 is effective thermal conductivity at temperature

(4.4)

T1t + T2t
 ,
. Using the same procedure for qout
2

Equation 4.3 will be rewritten as follows

c T

2

t

 T1t − T2 t
T2 t − T3 t 
T2t2 − T2t1
2
=
k
−
k

23
t2 − t1
x23 
( x12 + x23 )  12 x12

(4.5)

Now the heat equation can be discretized for all the cells

c

T0 t

T0t2 − T0t1 2qin
T0 t − T1t
=
− 2k01
t2 − t1
x01
x012
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(4.6)

c T

t

c T

t

c T

t

1

2

3

c

T4 t

c T

5

t

T0 t − T1t
T1t2 − T1t1
T1t − T2 t
= 2k01
− 2k12
t2 − t1
x01 ( x01 + x12 )
x12 ( x01 + x12 )

(4.7)

T2 t − T3t
T2t2 − T2t1
T1t − T2 t
= 2k12
− 2k23
t2 − t1
x12 ( x12 + x23 )
x23 ( x12 + x23 )

(4.8)

T3t2 − T3t1
T2 t − T3 t
T3 t − T4 t
= 2k23
− 2k34
t2 − t1
x23 ( x23 + x34 )
x34 ( x23 + x34 )

(4.9)

T3t − T4 t
T4 t − T5 t
T4t2 − T4t1
= 2k34
− 2k45
t2 − t1
x34 ( x34 + x45 )
x45 ( x34 + x45 )

(4.10)

T5t2 − T5t1
T4 t − T5 t
T5 t − T6 t
= 2k45
− 2k56
t2 − t1
x45 ( x45 + x56 )
x56 ( x45 + x56 )

(4.11)


T6t2 − T6t1
T t − T6 t 2qout
= 2k56 5
−
2
t2 − t1
x56
x56

(4.12)

c T

6

t

While the density and specific heat (temperature-dependent) of the packed bed are calculated
based on the data provided by the manufacturer or other resources (Appendix D1), this set of equations
has ten unknowns for seven equations. Unknowns are six effective thermal conductivities, input heat flux

 ), the temperature at surface ( T0 ), and the temperature at the bottom of the
( qin ), output heat flux ( qout
bed ( T6 ). T0 was extrapolated from TC1 to TC5 using the Piecewise Cubic Hermite Interpolating
Polynomial (PCHIP) method. Also, T6 was interpolated linearly from TC5 (T5 ) and TC12 ( T12 ), which is
located 3 mm below point 6. By knowing the T6 , T12 , the thermal conductivity of insulation ( kins ) below

 could be calculated as below
point 6, and the distance between them (3 mm), qout

 = kins
qout

T6 t − T12 t
3 10−3 mm

(4.13)

Then the six effective thermal conductivities can be solved using Equations 4.7 to 7.12. A MATLAB
code was developed to calculate the effective thermal conductivity (Appendix D1). As an example, the
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results for MES976 particles along with the fitted line (power fit) and data bound (95% confidence bound)
are depicted in Figure 4.8. It should be noted that effective thermal conductivities k01 and k56 are not
included in the results. The reason is that these two variables are highly dependent on T0 and T12 , that
both are estimated from other temperature points and are not precise values. However, this rough
estimate of k01 and k56 is used in Equations 4.7 and 4.11 to calculate effective thermal conductivities
within the particles.

Figure 4.8. Effective thermal conductivity of MES976 particles for various temperatures.
The fluctuations in Figure 4.8 are due to noises in the thermocouple readings. Even though the
data used in this section are smoothed through the Gaussian method, these fluctuations are still
observable. They are not over the bound of data points for the fitted line and, in consequence, do not
affect the results. However, the noises affected the results at regions near steady-state temperature,
where the difference between a thermocouple temperature at two different times is smaller than the
fluctuation of temperatures caused by noises. The reason is that a slight noise at these regions will cause
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a considerable difference in temperature deviation. Thus, those regions by trial and error were
determined and not selected for effective thermal conductivity calculations. Although using the trial and
error method instead of a consistent method decreased the temperature range, it would not impact the
accuracy of results. For example, Figure 4.9 illustrates the region used for calculating the effective thermal
conductivity of MES976 particles (Figure 4.8).

Figure 4.9. The region used for calculating the effective thermal conductivity of MES976 particles, shown
in pink.
Using the same mentioned method, effective thermal conductivities for all particles are
calculated. The results are depicted in Figures 4.10 to 4.12 for LT, CP, MES particles, respectively. Figures
4.10 and 4.11 show that larger particle size leads to greater effective thermal conductivity. These figures
led the author to explore the physical characteristics of particles more in-depth in the next section.
Figures 4.11 and 4.12 indicate that the coating used in this research improved the effective
thermal conductivity of the MES976 (on average 6%) while decreasing it for CP368 (on average 8%). Figure
4.13 compares the effective thermal conductivity of different materials for various temperatures. CP368
particles have a higher effective thermal conductivity than LT340 (close to LT1023). This could be due to
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the material properties of CP368. However, in comparing MES976 to LT1023 effective thermal
conductivities, MES976 has higher values. As the size of LT1023 particles is larger, the difference could be
because of the material, sphericity, and roundness particles.

Figure 4.10. Effective thermal conductivity of LT particles for various temperatures.

Figure 4.11. Effective thermal conductivity of CP particles for various temperatures.
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Figure 4.12. Effective thermal conductivity of MES particles for various temperatures.

Figure 4.13. Effective thermal conductivity of different materials for various temperatures.
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4.4. Physical Appearance and Characteristic of Particles
4.4.1 Appearance of particles
In this section, particles’ appearance and color are investigated more in detail. Particles can be
sorted as MES, LT, and CP particles in terms of light to dark colors. CP and LT particles are comparable in
composition, differing mainly in the percentage of alumina, silica, and iron oxide content. Generally,
proppants, including more alumina (LT particles), are mechanically more robust, and proppants with a
higher percentage of iron oxide (CP particles) are darker in color [16].
Particles are photographed in a photo studio box to compare their appearance status before and
after each experiment (Figures 4.14 to 4.16). CP and LT pictures are taken in the same condition (light) so
that all of them will be comparable with each other. On the other hand, photos of MES particles are taken
with lower lights to keep the picture's detail.
LT1023

LT503

LT340

a)

b)

Figure 4.14. Images of LT particles a) before and b) after heating up to 900 °C for TC1. All images are at
equal scale
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CP368

CP176

MES976

a)

b)

Figure 4.15. Images of CP and MES particles a) before and b) after heating up to 900 °C for TC1. All
images are at equal scale.
Qualitatively, the color changed more in CP particles (Figure 4.15) compared to LT (Figure 4.14)
and MES (Figure 4.15) particles. The color of CP particles changed from dark brown to light brown and
orange. This could be because of the oxidization of CP particles at high temperatures due to more
percentage of iron oxide. Furthermore, it can be visualized that the color of smaller particles changes
more compared to bigger particles. Generally, between two surfaces with the same material, the one with
darker color have higher solar absorptance. The color changes of particles to a brighter color may cause a
decrease in the solar absorptance of particles. The effect of these color changes on solar absorptance and
reflectance, and effective thermal conductivity could be assessed in future works.
Figure 4.16 displays the images of CP3368 coated and MES976 coated particles before and after
heating up to 900 °C for TC1. The pictures show the coating is damaged or eliminated after the heating
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process. Several experiments with different maximum temperatures were performed to check the
durability of the coated particles. Due to the rapid temperature increase in CP coated particles, estimating
the maximum stable coating temperature was challenging. Using Lagrange extrapolation for the
temperature at the surface, the coating of CP particles was damaged at the temperature of 600 °C.
Therefore, the maximum stable coating temperature for CP particles is below 600 °C.
On the other hand, because of the MES976 particles' color, the maximum stable coating
temperature was visualized and recorded during the experiment. This value was estimated at 1031 °C for
MES976 particles. These estimations are qualitatively based on the appearance of particles. For a more
detailed investigation, SEM imaging would be beneficial.

CP368 coated

MES976 coated

a)

b)

Figure 4.16. Images of CP3368 coated and MES976 coated particles a) before and b) after heating up to
900 °C for TC1. All images are at equal scale.
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4.4.2 Porosity and pore size distribution of particles
Porosity and pore size are two critical factors on heat transfer through granular materials. A higher
porosity with constant pores size leads to a low heat capacity, low conduction heat transfer, high
convection heat transfer, and high radiation heat transfer. Also, a larger average pore size with constant
porosity leads to a high radiation heat transfer and high convection heat transfer. Furthermore, pores'
connectivity network affects conduction and convection heat transfer directly, such that the more pores
are connected to each other, the more convection and less conduction heat transfer will happen. The
porosity of the particle bed was calculated by using the following equation and is presented in Table 4.2
(at the of section 4.4.3).

 = 1−

B
A

(4.14)

Where  A and  B the apparent and bulk density of the particles provided by the manufacturer.
The watershed segmentation algorithm [44] was applied to determine the pore size distribution
and average pore diameter by image processing code in MATLAB. Although 2D images are used in this
method, it can be sufficient for comparing the particles. For this purpose, the images of as-received
particles were converted to grayscale images. Then, binary images were created by thresholding to
identify particle boundaries on the top surface from the particles below them. Finally, the pores of the
particle bed were detected by the watershed algorithm (Figure 4.17). The histograms of particles pore
size distribution are depicted in Figure 4.18, and the average pore size is summarized in Table 4.2.
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Grayscale image

Binary image

Pores image

LT1023

LT503

LT340

CP368

CP176

MES976

Figure 4.17. Image processing used to detect pores of particles.
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CP368

LT503

LT1023

MES976

LT340
CP176

Figure 4.18. Histograms of particles pore size distribution.
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4.4.3. Physical characteristic of particles
Aside from porosity and average pore size of particles, some other characteristics of particles are
summarized in Table 4.2. The results show that there is no significant difference between the porosity and
uniformity coefficient of particles. The uniformity coefficient is a measure of the variety of particles,
defined by the ratio of 60 percentile to 10 percentile of particles size. Size distribution or Sauter mean
diameter directly affected the pore size. The high average pore size in particles, such as LT1023 and
MES976, corresponded to the increased effective thermal conductivity. Furthermore, the high effective
thermal conductivity of MES976 compared to LT1023 could be due to the material and reflectance of
these particles. MES976 may have more specular reflection compared to LT1023 due to its more polished
surface and sphericity.
Table 4.2. Particle size and shape information.
particle

Size range [mm]

D32 [μm] D50 [μm]

Average pore Uniformity
Porosity (%) Sphericity
size [μm]
coefficient

1 LT1023

710-1700

1023

1023

182

1.028

42.20

0.9

2

LT503

300-850

503

503

119

1.047

42.07

0.9

3

LT340

150-600

340

340

83

1.038

42.91

0.9

4

CP368

150-600

368

368

94

1.098

43.67

0.9

5

CP176

75-300

176

176

56

1.180

44.84

0.9

500-1000

976

973

162

1.033

41.60

1.0

6 MES976

4.5. Comparing Temperature Distribution of Different Particles
In this section, temperature distributions of particles are compared to each other with the help
of the calculated information on effective thermal conductivity and physical characteristics of particles.
Figures 4.19 and 4.20 compare the temperature of TC1 to TC3 for different sizes of LT and CP particles,
respectively. They show that a larger particle size that has a larger average pore size led to a rapid
temperature increase at the surface. In previous sections, it was found out the effective thermal
conductivity of larger particles of the same material is higher. It should be noted TC1 is located close to
the surface (2.4 mm below the surface). Therefore, a faster reach to the maximum temperature is more
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related to heat absorption at the surface than effective thermal conductivity. The heat absorption is
affected directly by solar absorptivity, thermal radiation emissivity, and reflectivity of the particles. As
each figure compares only particles that are made from the same materials, it can be concluded that the
average pore size of particles plays an important role here.
As mentioned, a large pore size within the packed bed will result in improvement of the radiation
heat transfer rather than conduction. As in high-temperature, radiation heat transfer is more dominant
than other heat transfer mode, large pore size results in high effective thermal conductivity. However, the
mechanism at the surface is different. In fact, a larger pore size would make more roughness on the
surface and led the irradiated thermal radiation stuck on the surface so that emission or reflection from
the particles at the surface again hits the particles. On the other hand, a particles surface with a small
pore size would act more similar to a flat surface, and more radiation would be reflected. Figure 4.21
compares the qualitative surface roughness for CP176 (average pore size = 56 μm) and MES976 (average
pore size = 162 μm).

Figure 4.19. Temperature of TC1 to TC3 for LT particles in Setup 2 (Tmax = 900 °C, I = 60 A).
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Figure 4.20. Temperature of TC1 to TC3 for CP particles in Setup 2 (Tmax = 900 °C, I = 60 A).

a) CP176

b) MES976

Figure 4.21. comparison of surface roughness for CP176 (average pore size = 56 μm) and MES976
(average pore size = 162 μm).
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Figure 4.22. compares temperature profiles of TC1 for LT, CP, and MES particles in the heating
phase. Comparing particles with the same porosity shows that the darker color particles absorb more heat
and reach the maximum temperature sooner. MES976 has the lowest heat absorption. Its sphericity leads
to higher reflectance compared to the two other materials. CP particles have the highest heat absorption,
and after that, LT particles.
Aside from the sphericity of particles, their material could affect heat absorption. All of the
particles are made mostly from alumina. The weight fraction of alumina is over 0.98 and 0.75 for MES and
Carbo (CP and LT) particles. Alumina has low selectivity, where selectivity is defined as the ratio of solar
absorptivity to thermal radiation emissivity. The selectivity of alumina is about 0.5 (absorptance > 0.12
and emittance < 0.24) [45]. Other major components of CP and LT particles are iron oxide and silica. Chen
et al. [46] found out iron oxide contributes more on absorptance than alumina and silica. CP particles
contain more iron oxide, followed by LT particles and MES particles (without iron oxide). The selectivity
of iron oxide is 1.5 (absorptance 0.85 and emittance 0.56), three times higher than alumina [45].
Therefore, the particles can be sorted in terms of solar absorptance as CP, LT, and MES particles.
Figure 4.23 compares the temperature of TC1 for LT1023 particles at three different electric
currents. As expected, particles reached the desired maximum temperature sooner for a higher heating
rate. TC1 passed the 900 °C after 57, 51, and 49 seconds for 60 A, 90 A, and 100 A cases, respectively.
Also, TC5 for these cases indicated maximum temperatures in the range of 50 °C to 72 °C.
Figure 4.24 compares the temperature of TC1 to TC3 for as received (uncoated) and coated CP368
particles in Setup 2. It demonstrates a slight heat transfer improvement of coated CP368 particles over
as-received CP368 particles. The TC1 in the coated CP368 reaches 900 °C, 3 seconds sooner compared to
as-received CP368 particles. This effect is reversed in Setup 2 (Figure 4.25). However, the temperature
difference of TC1 between coated and uncoated particles is less than 20 °C.
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Figure 4.22. Temperature of TC1 for LT, CP, and MES particles in heating phase of Setup 2 (I = 60 A). The
subfigure magnified the figure for first 50 seconds.

Figure 4.23. The temperature of TC1 to TC3 for LT1023 particles in Setup 2 at three different electric
currents.
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Figure 4.24. Temperature of TC1 to TC3 for as received and coated CP368 particles in Setup 2 (Tmax = 900
°C, I = 60 A).
On the other hand, the coating affected the heat absorption of MES976 particles more (Figure
4.26). While TC1 did not reach the 900 °C in as-received MES976 particles, it reached 900 °C in 66 seconds
in coated MES976 particles. Furthermore, Figure 4.26 shows that after three minutes of the experiment,
TC5, placed close to the bottom of the bed, reaches 56.3 °C in as-received MES976 particles, though it
reaches 65.5 °C in coated one. This could be due to the higher conductivity and heat absorption of coated
MES976 particles.
Comparing these figures, the coating improves heat absorption of MES976 more than CP368. This
may be for the effect of coating on the reflectance of the MES976 particles or for low solar absorptance
of MES976 particles compared to CP368 particles. The reason that the thermal conductivity of CP
decreased (section 4.3) could be due to the absorptance and emissivity of these particles. Siegel et al. [16]
measured the solar selectivity of a proppant from Carbo Ceramics (similar to LT and CP particles) in the
range of 1.08 to 1.19. Also, Chen et al. [46] measured solar absorptance and thermal emittance of CP368
particles 0.949 and 0.922, respectively. As mentioned, the AMA coating has high absorptance (>0.85) and
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low emittance (<0.22). Although this low emittance caused the coated CP368 emits less heat and
decreased heat transfer (i.e., thermal conductivity) between particles.

Figure 4.25. Temperature of TC1 to TC3 for as received and coated CP368 particles in Setup 3 (Tmax = 900
°C, I = 60 A).

Figure 4.26. Temperature of TC1 to TC3 for as received and coated MES976 particles in Setup 2 (I = 60
A).
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CHAPTER 5
ANALYTICAL SIMULATION OF 2D PACKED BEDS
For fixed-bed applications without the presence of fluid mass transfer, a basic design of a packed
bed for the packed bed experiments can be obtained using an analytical approach. In general, packed
beds are characterized by their effective thermal conductivities. As mentioned in chapter 4, by considering
constant effective thermal conductivity for the packed bed, all three modes of heat transfer merge into a
single mode, which is equivalent to conduction. Using the same analogy, the particles and fluid involved
in a packed bed can be assumed to be one single solid media. Then, by applying the heat conduction
equation of the simplified problem and the separation of variables method, various range of geometry
scales and effective thermal conductivities could be investigated for the design. Then, after choosing the
best geometry scale corresponding to a range of effective thermal conductivity, the details can be
analyzed numerically more deeply; and at the end, the finalized design will be achieved using an
experimental approach. The value of input heat flux is needed for this approach. As the heat flux
distribution of the solar simulator was not available during this study, it could not be used in the design
of the packed bed in this study. However, the proposed idea could be utilized in future designs and studies.
To support the idea, a packed bed is solved with the stated approach as an example. The process in the
example could be replicated for other conditions and assumptions. The problem statement of the
example, along with its solution and results, are presented in the following section.
5.1. Method
As mentioned, a packed bed could be solved analytically for known variables and different
conditions to determine the best design. As an example, in this section, a cylindrical packed bed (shown
in Figure 5.1) is considered. The symbols  , r and z represent angular, radial and height coordinates,
respectively.
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Figure 5.1. Cylindrical coordinate system for a cylindrical packed bed [47].
The problem was simplified by considering steady-state and symmetry conditions for angular
coordinate Both assumptions are typical conditions in packed bed experiments. The problem is then
simplified to a 2D steady-state, axisymmetric cylindrical heat conduction problem (Figure 5.2). The top
boundary condition is assumed to be heat flux input, where usually in experimental setups, a heat source
is heating the packed bed. This heat source is depended on the design of the packed bed. For example, as
mentioned in the literature, some experiments have been done with a radiation heat source [33, 37]. The
bottom and left boundary conditions are assumed to be insulated and convective boundary conditions,
respectively. The convective boundary condition with total heat transfer coefficient ( htot ) and film
temperature ( T ) can be modeled to a mixed boundary condition of conductive and convective by
calculating the total heat resistance.

Figure 5.2. Schematic of the defined problem.
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Based on packed bed designing, the following assumptions are considered in the present study:
Axisymmetric, steady state, no heat generation, and constant properties. Therefore, the general heat
conduction differential equation will be simplified to:

1  T
 2T
(r
)+ 2 =0
r r r
 z

(5.1)

along with the following boundary conditions:
Bottom Boundary: −k
Left Boundary:

T
r

T
z

Top Boundary: −k

=0
z =0

T
z

Right Boundary: −k

=0
r =0

= −q(r ) = −q0 f (r )
z=L

T
r

= htot (Tr = R − T )
r =R

Let’s use the non-dimensional parameters as below to change the boundary conditions to homogenous
boundary conditions: T =

z
r
R
(T − T ) K
, z = , r = , and R = . Then the problem becomes:
L
L
L
q0L
1 
T
2T
(r
)+ 2 =0
r r r
 z

BC1:

BC3:

T
z
T
r

=0

BC2:

z =0

=0
r =0

BC4:

T
z
T
r

(5.2)

= f (r )
z =1

= − BiT
r = R

r = R

where Bi is the Biot number and calculated from equation below.

Bi =

htot L
k

(5.3)

The problem is homogeneous in the r direction, so the separation of variable method can be used to solve
it. Assuming T = U (r )  Z ( z ) , therefore (rU ) +  2 rU = 0 and Z  −  Z = 0 . The general solution for
2

U and Z are:

U = AJ 0 ( r ) + BY0 ( r )

(5.4)

Z = Ccosh( ( z)) + Dsinh( ( z ))

(5.5)
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where J 0 and Y0 are Bessel functions of the first and second kind, respectively. By using BC3, BC4, and
BC1 solutions for U and Z become

U = An J 0 (n r )

(5.6)

Z = Cncosh(n ( z ))

(5.7)

where J 0 (n r ) is eigenfunction and eigen condition is

n J1 (n R) = BiJ 0 (n R) for n = 1, 2, . . .

(5.8)

Then general solution becomes:


T =  Cn cosh[n ( z )]J 0 (n r )

(5.9)

n =1

By using BC2 and orthogonality of eigenfunction, the Cn can be obtained by:

Cn =



R

0

f (r ) J 0 (n r )rd r
R

n sinh(n )  J 0 2 (n r )rd r

(5.10)

0

Until this step, the input heat flux profile was not limited to any function. Here input heat flux
could be assumed base on the heat source of the packed bed. For the selected example, a linear model
for f ( r ) was assumed so that f (r ) = br + c . Therefore Cn becomes:

 Bi ( 2 Rn −  H 0 ( Rn ) ) + n H1 ( Rn ) 


2 Bi


 (5.11)
Cn = b 
+
c
2
2
2
2
2
 n R sinh ( n ) J 0 ( Rn ) ( n + Bi ) 
 n R sinh ( n ) J 0 ( Rn ) ( n + Bi ) 
A MATLAB code was written (Appendix D2) to solve the n from eigen condition numerically and
compute T for the non-dimensional domain ( 0  z  1 and 0  r  R ).
5.2 Results and Analysis
In this section, the results from the MATLAB code are presented and analyzed. In order to find the
eigenvalues ( n ), the eigen conditions are divided into some segments for various values of  . Then the
roots of each part are calculated for that specific part of the plot. Figure 5.3 (a) represents the obtained
roots of eigenvalues for a region of eigen condition values.
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For a uniform heat flux condition ( f (r ) = 1 ), the maximum non-dimensional temperatures are
plotted for different summation terms (n) (Figure 5.3 (b)). As shown in Figure 5.3 (b), the maximum
temperature is converged after the tenth term. The same plot for a non-uniform heat flux condition

( f (r ) = −0.5r + 1.5) was investigated. The non-uniform heat flux contains a linear term ( −0.5r ) and a
constant ( 1.5 ). They are selected with the intention that average heat flux will be equal in both uniform
and non-uniform heat flux. The convergence results for the non-uniform heat flux condition followed the
same converging pattern as in the uniform heat flux condition. Based on the graph data and the
comparison between uniform and non-uniform heat flux conditions, it is logical to conclude that the
added linear term does not affect the appropriate number of terms for convergence, and the convergence
depends only on the constant term of heat flux. It should be noted that based on the result of Figure 5.3
(b), fifteen terms ( n = 15 ) were selected for calculations in the code.

a)

b)

Figure 5.3. a) The plot of eigen condition for various  . b) Maximum non-dimensional temperature

(Tmax ) for various number of summation terms ( n ).

Figure 5.4 represents the non-dimensional temperature contour for uniform and non-uniform
heat flux (for Bi = 10 and R  = 1 ). The contours show the symmetry in the left boundary and insulations
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at the bottom boundary clearly. Also, the maximum temperature region corresponds to the heat flux
condition on top of the packed bed. It is notable that with the same average heat value for the uniform
and non-uniform heat flux, the heat penetrates through the uniform case farther so that the temperature
is higher at the centerline (r-axis).

a)

b)

Figure 5.4. The non-dimensional temperature (T ) contour for a) uniform ( f (r ) = 1 ) and b) nonuniform (linear) heat flux ( f (r ) = −0.5r + 1.5 ) ( Bi = 10 and R  = 1 ).

As shown in Figure 5.5, the maximum non-dimensional temperature graph is plotted for various
Biot numbers, which is helpful throughout the packed bed design process. The result enables the
designers to relate a range of Biot number for their conditions to a maximum temperature value. In this
example, the maximum non-dimensional temperature is decreased as the Biot is decreased. Calculating
and plotting a temperature contour map using commercial software (numerical approach) for only one of
the Biot number values is time-consuming and costly. However, CPU time is less than 10 seconds to plot
contour analytically for all of the Biot numbers using a personal laptop.
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Figure 5.5. Maximum non-dimensional temperature ( Tmax ) versus Biot number ( Bi ).
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
6.1. Conclusion
This study experimentally evaluated heat transfer and effective thermal conductivity of coated
and uncoated particles of different materials and sizes of particles for use in the solid particle receivers.
Similar experiments were presented in the literature study. Also, literature was surveyed to make a list of
frequently used materials in solid particle receivers or similar processes. Commonly suggested particles
(aluminum silicate - Carbobead CP and LT) in the solid particle receiver application and a well-known high
strength particle (alumina - MES) were selected to investigate in this study. An existing coating (AMA), but
one novel to use in solid particle receivers, was applied to CP368 and MES986.
A preliminary packed bed experiment setup was tested and developed. The results of the
developed experiments showed the experimental setup was validated. The fabricated crucible lasted at
high temperatures, and the thermocouples' position was firm through all the experiments.
The post-image processing indicates the average pore size of LT1023, LT503, LT340, CP368, and
CP176 particles is 182, 119, 83, 94, 56, 162 μm, respectively, while all the particles' porosities are close to
each other in a range of 42% to 45%. Comparing the temperature profiles for different particles' sizes
showed that increasing the average pore size would cause more heat absorption due to more surface
roughness. This would suggest using particles with larger average pore size and lower porosity in granular
solid particle receivers. This could be achieved by changing the size distribution of the particles. In granular
receivers, sunlight beams stream directly to a bed of particles at high temperature, where radiation is the
dominant heat transfer mode. The larger average pore size would result in more surface roughness and
heat absorption, while lower porosity leads to higher density and heat capacity of the bed at the surface.
The reverse numerical approach points out that the thermal conductivity is higher as much as the
average pore size is larger. Effective thermal conductivity will play a role in heat transfer of solid particle
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receiver and thermal storage. More heat transfer would decrease particles’ temperature at the surface
and, in return, allow particles to absorb and preserve more heat.
The study sorted particles in order of more solar absorptance as CP, LT, and MES particles. The
MES particles had higher effective thermal conductivity than CP and LT particles. Moreover, a higher
heating rate due to increasing lamp electric current leads to the desired maximum temperature sooner.
The AMA coating that approximately covered the half side of particles increased the effective
thermal conductivity of the MES976 (on average 6%) while decreased it for CP368 (on average 8%). The
effective thermal conductivity, absorptance, and emissivity are critical in particles’ performance at the
same time. Particles with high absorptance and low emittance will help to absorb more heat in
concentrated solar powers. The results showed that the coating increased the heat absorption of MES
particles. The coating was not stable over 600 °C and 1031 °C for CP368 and MES976, respectively.
Moreover, the coating results indicate the coating would not increase the thermal performance of
common high absorptance particles like CP368. However, it increased effective thermal conductivity and
heat absorption of particles with low absorptance (alumina MES976).
The literature study revealed alumina is a high strength potential material to use in solid particle
receivers that were not used for low absorptivity. To address the need for high strength material, a coating
can be applied to these particles to improve the absorptivity and heat absorption. Considering low
absorptance particles, the AMA coating shows an increase in key thermal parameters, which could yield
improved performance. Considering the stable temperature of 1000 °C, alumina particles with Mo–Al2O3
coating could be potential particles to be used in some solid particle receivers, which work on the
operating temperature of 600 °C and peak particle temperatures reaches over 700 °C [48]. On the other
hand, the method and material used do not appear suitable for stability at higher temperatures solid
particle receivers (>1000 °C) and their direct thermal storage (>1000 °C). Therefore, to select a coating for
these applications to increase the solar selectivity of high strength materials, attention should be paid to
the stability and potential oxidization of outer layers.
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By applying an analytical method, a basic design of packed beds can be achieved economically.
After choosing the best design, the design details can be developed numerically and finalized the
prototype experimentally. In the last section of this study, a cylindrical packed bed example was solved
analytically, and the results were discussed thoroughly to support the proposed idea. Taking forward the
idea, this method can be applied to several geometries, boundary conditions, and assumptions. Also,
various parameters, such as Biot number and inlet heat flux by applying the analytical method.
6.2. Future Work
An automated solar simulator with known heat flux can be used in the experiment. This will
increase the accuracy and range of calculated effective thermal conductivity. Furthermore, a known heat
flux will help use the presented analytical approach to design and investigate packed beds. Using more
precise thermocouples for those working in ambient temperature is another option to increase the
accuracy and range of calculated effective thermal conductivity. However, without using these
suggestions for the current setup, a consistent method instead of the trial and error method for
determining temperature computation domain increases the temperature range for calculated effective
thermal conductivity.
New potential particles and coatings should be tested to achieve high solar absorptance, low
thermal emittance, high effective thermal conductivity, and high-temperature durability. The validated
packed bed experiments can be used as a primary experiment to predict future particles and coatings and
reduce the cost of large-scale experiments for solar energy. The stability of particles and coating during
long term exposure at high temperature needs more investigation to assess the degradation of solar
absorptance and effective thermal conductivity. An SEM imaging would be beneficial for a more detailed
examination. Finally, pores' connectivity network of particles should be measured to evaluate the effect
of size on convective heat transfer.
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APPENDIX A: THE G CODE FOR CNC MACHINE
%
O100 (PROGRAM NUMBER - Must be Present)
(Startup Settings)
G90 (absolute distance mode)
G80 (cancel modal motion)
G40 (cutter radius compensation off)
G21 (program in mm)
G17 (select the XY plane)
S4500 M03 (Set the spindle speed to 4500rpm and start turning)
G90 (absolute distance mode)
G54 (use work offset coordinate system 1)
G43 H1 D1 Z1.(Use tool length offset h1)
(M08)(Coolant on if switch is active)
G00 X0.0 Y0.0 Z0.0(rapid traverse to G54 program origin)
(Cutting codes here)
(1)
G00 Z10.0
G00 X110
G00 Y0
S4500 M3 (Spindle to 4500rpm)

(2)
G00 Z10.0
G00 X111.475 Y-45
G01 Z-8.8 F280
G02 X111.475 Y-45 I48.175 J0 F280
G01 Z-17.6
G02 X111.475 Y-45 I48.175 J0
G01 Z-28.0
G02 X111.475 Y-45 I48.175 J0

(3)
G00 Z10.0
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G00 X0
G00 Y0
(4)
G00 X43.175
G00 Y-45
G01 Z-7
G02 X43.175 Y-45 I1.825 J0
G00 Z10.0
G00 X38.175
G00 Y-45
G01 Z-7
G02 X38.175 Y-45 I6.825 J0
G00 Z10.0
G00 X33.175
G00 Y-45
G01 Z-7
G02 X33.175 Y-45 I11.825 J0
G00 Z10
G00 X43.175
G00 Y-45
G01 Z-14
G02 X43.175 Y-45 I1.825 J0
G00 Z10.0
G00 X38.175
G00 Y-45
G01 Z-14
G02 X38.175 Y-45 I6.825 J0
G00 Z10.0
G00 X33.175
G00 Y-45
G01 Z-14
G02 X33.175 Y-45 I11.825 J0
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G00 Z10
G00 X43.175
G00 Y-45
G01 Z-20
G02 X43.175 Y-45 I1.825 J0
G00 Z10.0
G00 X38.175
G00 Y-45
G01 Z-20
G02 X38.175 Y-45 I6.825 J0
G00 Z10.0
G00 X33.175
G00 Y-45
G01 Z-20
G02 X33.175 Y-45 I11.825 J0

(5)
G00 Z10.0
G00 X-3.175 Y-45
G01 Z-8.8
G02 X-3.175 Y-45 I48.175 J0
G01 Z-17.6
G02 X-3.175 Y-45 I48.175 J0
G01 Z-28.0
G02 X-3.175 Y-45 I48.175 J0
G00 Z10
G00 X0
G00 Y0

(Shut down settings)
S00 (Spindle speed set to zero)
M5 (Stop the spindle)
M9 (Coolant off)
M30 (End of program with rewind)%
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APPENDIX B: TECHNICAL INFORMATION OF COATING DEPOSITION
The following technical information of coating deposition is provided by FIRST technicians:
Technical details of sputter deposit 20nm Mo on particles:
●

Argon flow: 20 sccm

●

Pressure: 3.0 mTorr

●

RF Power: 120W

●

Deposition rate = 0.2 Angstroms/minute

●

Deposition time = 16 minutes and 40 seconds

Technical details of ALD deposition 200nm Al2O3 on particles:
●

Trimethyl Aluminum: 2000 cycles

●

Table temperature: 200 ˚C
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APPENDIX C: RESULTS FIGURES
APPENDIX C1: PRELIMINARY

a)

b)

Figure C1.1 Temperature at various thermocouple locations for LT1023 particles (preliminary setup; Tmax
= 700 °C, I = 60 A) a) axial direction b) radial direction.
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a)

b)

Figure C1.2 Temperature at various thermocouple locations for LT503 particles (preliminary setup; Tmax =
700 °C, I = 60 A) a) axial direction b) radial direction.
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a)

b)

Figure C1.3 Temperature at various thermocouple locations for LT340 particles (preliminary setup; Tmax =
700 °C, I = 60 A) a) axial direction b) radial direction.
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a)

b)

Figure C1.4 Temperature at various thermocouple locations for CP368 particles (preliminary setup; Tmax
= 700 °C, I = 60 A) a) axial direction b) radial direction.
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a)

b)

Figure C1.5 Temperature at various thermocouple locations for CP176 particles (preliminary setup; Tmax
= 700 °C, I = 60 A) a) axial direction b) radial direction.
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APPENDIX C2: MAIN SETUP 1
Lamp electric current input: 60A

a)

b)

Figure C2.1. Temperature at various thermocouple locations for LT1023 particles (Main Setup 1; Tmax =
900 °C, I = 60 A) a) axial direction b) radial direction. The vertical line identifies where the TC1 reaches
900 °C.
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a)

b)

Figure C2.2. Temperature at various thermocouple locations for LT503 particles (Main Setup 1; Tmax =
900 °C, I = 60 A) a) axial direction b) radial direction. The vertical line identifies where the TC1 reaches
900 °C.
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a)

b)

Figure C2.3. Temperature at various thermocouple locations for LT340 particles (Main Setup 1; Tmax =
900 °C, I = 60 A) a) axial direction b) radial direction. The vertical line identifies where the TC1 reaches
900 °C.
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a)

b)

Figure C2.4. Temperature at various thermocouple locations for CP368 particles (Main Setup 1; Tmax =
900 °C, I = 60 A) a) axial direction b) radial direction. The vertical line identifies where the TC1 reaches
900 °C.
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a)

b)

Figure C2.5. Temperature at various thermocouple locations for CP176 particles (Main Setup 1; Tmax =
900 °C, I = 60 A) a) axial direction b) radial direction. The vertical line identifies where the TC1 reaches
900 °C.
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a)

b)

Figure C2.6. Temperature at various thermocouple locations for MES976 particles (Main Setup 1; Tmax =
864 °C, I = 60 A) a) axial direction b) radial direction. The vertical line identifies where the TC1 reaches
864 °C.
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a)

b)

Figure C2.7. Temperature at various thermocouple locations for coated CP368 particles (Main Setup 1;
Tmax = 900 °C, I = 60 A) a) axial direction b) radial direction. The vertical line identifies where the TC1
reaches 900 °C.
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a)

b)

Figure C2.8. Temperature at various thermocouple locations for coated MES976 particles (Main Setup 1;
Tmax = 900 °C, I = 60 A) a) axial direction b) radial direction. The vertical line identifies where the TC1
reaches 900 °C.
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Lamp electric current input: 90A

a)

b)

Figure C2.9. Temperature at various thermocouple locations for LT1023 particles (Main Setup 1; Tmax =
900 °C, I = 90 A) a) axial direction b) radial direction. The vertical line identifies where the TC1 reaches
900 °C.
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a)

b)

Figure C2.10. Temperature at various thermocouple locations for LT503 particles (Main Setup 1; Tmax =
900 °C, I = 90 A) a) axial direction b) radial direction. The vertical line identifies where the TC1 reaches
900 °C.
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a)

b)

Figure C2.11. Temperature at various thermocouple locations for LT340 particles (Main Setup 1; Tmax =
900 °C, I = 90 A) a) axial direction b) radial direction. The vertical line identifies where the TC1 reaches
900 °C.
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a)

b)

Figure C2.12. Temperature at various thermocouple locations for CP368 particles (Main Setup 1; Tmax =
900 °C, I = 90 A) a) axial direction b) radial direction. The vertical line identifies where the TC1 reaches
900 °C.
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a)

b)

Figure C2.13. Temperature at various thermocouple locations for CP176 particles (Main Setup 1; Tmax =
900 °C, I = 90 A) a) axial direction b) radial direction. The vertical line identifies where the TC1 reaches
900 °C.
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a)

b)

Figure C2.14. Temperature at various thermocouple locations for MES976 particles (Main Setup 1; Tmax =
900 °C, I = 90 A) a) axial direction b) radial direction. The vertical line identifies where the TC1 reaches
900 °C.
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APPENDIX C3: MAIN SETUP 2 RESULTS

Figure C3.1. Temperature at various thermocouple in axial direction for LT1023 particles (Main Setup 2;
Tmax = 950 °C, I = 60 A). The vertical line identifies where the TC1 reaches 950 °C.

Figure C3.2. Temperature at various thermocouple in axial direction for LT503 particles (Main Setup 2;
Tmax = 900 °C, I = 60 A). The vertical line identifies where the TC1 reaches 900 °C.
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Figure C3.3. Temperature at various thermocouple in axial direction for LT340 particles (Main Setup 2;
Tmax = 900 °C, I = 60 A). The vertical line identifies where the TC1 reaches 900 °C.

Figure C3.4. Temperature at various thermocouple in axial direction for CP368 particles (Main Setup 2;
Tmax = 900 °C, I = 60 A). The vertical line identifies where the TC1 reaches 900 °C.
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Figure C3.5. Temperature at various thermocouple in axial direction for CP176 particles (Main Setup 2;
Tmax = 900 °C, I = 60 A). The vertical line identifies where the TC1 reaches 900 °C.

Figure C3.6. Temperature at various thermocouple in axial direction for coated CP368 particles (Main
Setup 2; Tmax = 900 °C, I = 60 A). The vertical line identifies where the TC1 reaches 900 °C.
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Figure C3.7. Temperature at various thermocouple in axial direction for coated MES976 particles (Main
Setup 2; Tmax = 779 °C, I = 60 A). The vertical line identifies where the TC1 reaches 779 °C.
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APPENDIX D: MATLAB CODES
APPENDIX D1: EFFECTIVE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY CODE
Main code:
% Code
: Effective Thermal Conductivity
% Author : Seyed Adib Taba
% Date
: 28 December 2020
%
%
clear
clc
close all
% Load data
load matlab.mat
% Interpret data
T_EXP1 = [A1(:,5) A1(:,6) A1(:,7) A1(:,8) A1(:,9) A1(:,11) A1(:,14) ...
A1(:,10) A1(:,15) A1(:,12) A1(:,13) A1(:,17) A1(:,16) A1(:,4) A1(:,3)];
[n_EXP1, m_EXP1] = size(A1);
T_EXP2 = [A2(:,5) A2(:,6) A2(:,7) A2(:,8) A2(:,9) A2(:,11) A2(:,14) ...
A2(:,10) A2(:,15) A2(:,12) A2(:,13) A2(:,17) A2(:,16) A2(:,4) A2(:,3)];
[n_EXP2, m_EXP2] = size(A2);
T_EXP3 = [A3(:,5) A3(:,6) A3(:,7) A3(:,8) A3(:,9) A3(:,11) A3(:,14) ...
A3(:,10) A3(:,15) A3(:,12) A3(:,13) A3(:,17) A3(:,16) A3(:,4) A3(:,3)];
[n_EXP3, m_EXP3] = size(A3);
T_EXP4 = [A4(:,5) A4(:,6) A4(:,7) A4(:,8) A4(:,9) A4(:,11) A4(:,14) ...
A4(:,10) A4(:,15) A4(:,12) A4(:,13) A4(:,17) A4(:,16) A4(:,4) A4(:,3)];
[n_EXP4, m_EXP4] = size(A4);
T_EXP5 = [A5(:,5) A5(:,6) A5(:,7) A5(:,8) A5(:,9) A5(:,11) A5(:,14) ...
A5(:,10) A5(:,15) A5(:,12) A5(:,13) A5(:,17) A5(:,16) A5(:,4) A5(:,3)];
[n_EXP5, m_EXP5] = size(A5);
T_EXP6 = [A6(:,5) A6(:,6) A6(:,7) A6(:,8) A6(:,9) A6(:,11) A6(:,14) ...
A6(:,10) A6(:,15) A6(:,12) A6(:,13) A6(:,17) A6(:,16) A6(:,4) A6(:,3)];
[n_EXP6, m_EXP6] = size(A6);
T_EXP7 = [A7(:,5) A7(:,6) A7(:,7) A7(:,8) A7(:,9) A7(:,11) A7(:,14) ...
A7(:,10) A7(:,15) A7(:,12) A7(:,13) A7(:,17) A7(:,16) A7(:,4) A7(:,3)];
[n_EXP7, m_EXP7] = size(A7);
T_EXP8 = [A8(:,5) A8(:,6) A8(:,7) A8(:,8) A8(:,9) A8(:,11) A8(:,14) ...
A8(:,10) A8(:,15) A8(:,12) A8(:,13) A8(:,17) A8(:,16) A8(:,4) A8(:,3)];
[n_EXP8, m_EXP8] = size(A8);
T_EXP9 = [A9(:,5) A9(:,6) A9(:,7) A9(:,8) A9(:,9) A9(:,11) A9(:,14) ...
A9(:,10) A9(:,15) A9(:,12) A9(:,13) A9(:,17) A9(:,16) A9(:,4) A9(:,3)];
[n_EXP9, m_EXP9] = size(A9);
T_EXP10 = [A10(:,5) A10(:,6) A10(:,7) A10(:,8) A10(:,9) A10(:,11) ...
A10(:,14) A10(:,10) A10(:,15) A10(:,12) A10(:,13) A10(:,17) ...
A10(:,16) A10(:,4) A10(:,3)];
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[n_EXP10, m_EXP10] = size(A10);
T_EXP11 = [A11(:,5) A11(:,6) A11(:,7) A11(:,8) A11(:,9) A11(:,11) ...
A11(:,14) A11(:,10) A11(:,15) A11(:,12) A11(:,13) A11(:,17) ...
A11(:,16) A11(:,4) A11(:,3)];
[n_EXP11, m_EXP11] = size(A11);
T_EXP12 = [A12(:,5) A12(:,6) A12(:,7) A12(:,8) A12(:,9) A12(:,11) ...
A12(:,14) A12(:,10) A12(:,15) A12(:,12) A12(:,13) A12(:,17) ...
A12(:,16) A12(:,4) A12(:,3)];
[n_EXP12, m_EXP12] = size(A12);
T_EXP13 = [A13(:,5) A13(:,6) A13(:,7) A13(:,8) A13(:,9) A13(:,11) ...
A13(:,14) A13(:,10) A13(:,15) A13(:,12) A13(:,13) A13(:,17) ...
A13(:,16) A13(:,4) A13(:,3)];
[n_EXP13, m_EXP13] = size(A13);
T_EXP14 = [A14(:,5) A14(:,6) A14(:,7) A14(:,8) A14(:,9) A14(:,11) ...
A14(:,14) A14(:,10) A14(:,15) A14(:,12) A14(:,13) A14(:,17) ...
A14(:,16) A14(:,4) A14(:,3)];
[n_EXP14, m_EXP14] = size(A14);
T_EXP15 = [A15(:,5) A15(:,6) A15(:,7) A15(:,8) A15(:,9) A15(:,11) ...
A15(:,14) A15(:,10) A15(:,15) A15(:,12) A15(:,13) A15(:,17) ...
A15(:,16) A15(:,4) A15(:,3)];
[n_EXP15, m_EXP15] = size(A15);
T_EXP16 = [A16(:,5) A16(:,6) A16(:,7) A16(:,8) A16(:,9) A16(:,11) ...
A16(:,14) A16(:,10) A16(:,15) A16(:,12) A16(:,13) A16(:,17) ...
A16(:,16) A16(:,4) A16(:,3)];
[n_EXP16, m_EXP16] = size(A16);
T_EXP17 = [A17(:,5) A17(:,6) A17(:,7) A17(:,8) A17(:,9) A17(:,11) ...
A17(:,14) A17(:,10) A17(:,15) A17(:,12) A17(:,13) A17(:,17) ...
A17(:,16) A17(:,4) A17(:,3)];
[n_EXP17, m_EXP17] = size(A17);
T_EXP18 = [A18(:,5) A18(:,6) A18(:,7) A18(:,8) A18(:,9) A18(:,11) ...
A18(:,14) A18(:,10) A18(:,15) A18(:,12) A18(:,13) A18(:,17) ...
A18(:,16) A18(:,4) A18(:,3)];
[n_EXP18, m_EXP18] = size(A18);
T_EXP19 = [A19(:,5) A19(:,6) A19(:,7) A19(:,8) A19(:,9) A19(:,11) ...
A19(:,14) A19(:,10) A19(:,15) A19(:,12) A19(:,13) A19(:,17) ...
A19(:,16) A19(:,4) A19(:,3)];
[n_EXP19, m_EXP19] = size(A19);
T_EXP20 = [A20(:,5) A20(:,6) A20(:,7) A20(:,8) A20(:,9) A20(:,11) ...
A20(:,14) A20(:,10) A20(:,15) A20(:,12) A20(:,13) A20(:,17) ...
A20(:,16) A20(:,4) A20(:,3)];
[n_EXP20, m_EXP20] = size(A20);
T_EXP21 = [A21(:,5) A21(:,6) A21(:,7) A21(:,8) A21(:,9) A21(:,11) ...
A21(:,14) A21(:,10) A21(:,15) A21(:,12) A21(:,13) A21(:,17) ...
A21(:,16) A21(:,4) A21(:,3)];
[n_EXP21, m_EXP21] = size(A21);
T_EXP22 = [A22(:,5) A22(:,6) A22(:,7) A22(:,8) A22(:,9) A22(:,11) ...
A22(:,14) A22(:,10) A22(:,15) A22(:,12) A22(:,13) A22(:,17) ...
A22(:,16) A22(:,4) A22(:,3)];
[n_EXP22, m_EXP22] = size(A22);
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T_EXP23 = [A23(:,5) A23(:,6) A23(:,7) A23(:,8) A23(:,9) A23(:,11) ...
A23(:,14) A23(:,10) A23(:,15) A23(:,12) A23(:,13) A23(:,17) ...
A23(:,16) A23(:,4) A23(:,3)];
[n_EXP23, m_EXP23] = size(A23);
T_EXP24 = [A24(:,5) A24(:,6) A24(:,7) A24(:,8) A24(:,9) A24(:,11) ...
A24(:,14) A24(:,10) A24(:,15) A24(:,12) A24(:,13) A24(:,17) ...
A24(:,16) A24(:,4) A24(:,3)];
[n_EXP24, m_EXP24] = size(A24);
T_EXP25 = [A25(:,5) A25(:,6) A25(:,7) A25(:,8) A25(:,9) A25(:,11) ...
A25(:,14) A25(:,10) A25(:,15) A25(:,12) A25(:,13) A25(:,17) ...
A25(:,16) A25(:,4) A25(:,3)];
[n_EXP25, m_EXP25] = size(A25);
T_EXP26 = [A26(:,5) A26(:,6) A26(:,7) A26(:,8) A26(:,9) A26(:,11) ...
A26(:,14) A26(:,10) A26(:,15) A26(:,12) A26(:,13) A26(:,17) ...
A26(:,16) A26(:,4) A26(:,3)];
[n_EXP26, m_EXP26] = size(A26);
T_EXP27 = [A27(:,5) A27(:,6) A27(:,7) A27(:,8) A27(:,9) A27(:,11) ...
A27(:,14) A27(:,10) A27(:,15) A27(:,12) A27(:,13) A27(:,17) ...
A27(:,16) A27(:,4) A27(:,3)];
[n_EXP27, m_EXP27] = size(A27);
MAX_n = max([n_EXP1, n_EXP2, n_EXP3, n_EXP4, n_EXP5, n_EXP6, n_EXP7, ...
n_EXP8, n_EXP9, n_EXP10, n_EXP11, n_EXP12, n_EXP13, n_EXP14, ...
n_EXP15, n_EXP16, n_EXP17, n_EXP18, n_EXP19, n_EXP20, n_EXP21, ...
n_EXP22, n_EXP23, n_EXP24, n_EXP25, n_EXP26, n_EXP27]);
T_EXP = {T_EXP1, T_EXP2, T_EXP3, T_EXP4, T_EXP5, T_EXP6, T_EXP7, ...
T_EXP8, T_EXP9, T_EXP10, T_EXP11, T_EXP12, T_EXP13, T_EXP14, ...
T_EXP15, T_EXP16, T_EXP17, T_EXP18, T_EXP19, T_EXP20, T_EXP21, ...
T_EXP22, T_EXP23, T_EXP24, T_EXP25, T_EXP26, T_EXP27};
% Time
t=(0:MAX_n-1);
% Peak of every TC
Peak = zeros(27,15);
Peak_index = zeros(27,15);
for k = 1:27 % Nummber of EXP
for j = 1:15 % Number of TC
[Peak(k,j) ,Peak_index(k,j)] = max(T_EXP{k}(:,j));
end
end
% Index_after_900 or max if it is less than 900
Index_after_900 = [find(T_EXP1(:,1)>900,1,'first') ...
find(T_EXP2(:,1)>900,1,'first') find(T_EXP3(:,1)>900,1,'first') ...
find(T_EXP4(:,1)>900,1,'first') find(T_EXP5(:,1)>900,1,'first') ...
find(T_EXP6(:,1)>900,1,'first') find(T_EXP7(:,1)>900,1,'first') ...
find(T_EXP8(:,1)>900,1,'first') find(T_EXP9(:,1)>900,1,'first') ...
find(T_EXP10(:,1)>900,1,'first') find(T_EXP11(:,1)>900,1,'first') ...
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find(T_EXP12(:,1)>900,1,'first') find(T_EXP13(:,1)>900,1,'first')
find(T_EXP14(:,1)>900,1,'first') find(T_EXP15(:,1)>900,1,'first')
find(T_EXP16(:,1)>900,1,'first') find(T_EXP17(:,1)>900,1,'first')
find(T_EXP18(:,1)>900,1,'first') find(T_EXP19(:,1)>900,1,'first')
Peak_index(20,1) find(T_EXP21(:,1)>900,1,'first') ...
find(T_EXP22(:,1)>900,1,'first') find(T_EXP23(:,1)>900,1,'first')
find(T_EXP24(:,1)>900,1,'first') find(T_EXP25(:,1)>900,1,'first')
Peak_index(26,1) find(T_EXP27(:,1)>900,1,'first')]

...
...
...
...
...
...

SIset_1=37;% 36+1
pause
%%% For EXP 16
T_EXP16_S=T_EXP16;
endd=Index_after_900(16)+1;
startt = 58;
T_EXP16_S(startt-20:endd,:)=smoothdata(T_EXP16(startt-20:endd+20,:),1,...
'gaussian',15);
Index_after_900(16)=322;
start_exp=95;
NNN= Index_after_900(16)-start_exp;
t_s=(0:NNN);
T_EXP1_new=T_EXP16_S(start_exp:Index_after_900(16),:);
T_EXP1_new_new=T_EXP16_S(start_exp-10:Index_after_900(16),:);
X = [2.38,6,10.22,14.52,18.23,23,40.8];% [mm]
X = X*1e-3; % [m]
X_First = 0*1e-3;
X_Last = 20*1e-3;
Rho_B = 2.1025e+6;
Rho_A = 3.6e+6;
Porosity = 1 - (Rho_B/Rho_A);
K_ins = 0.094; % [W/(m∙K)]
% Form T & T_Prime
for i = 1:NNN+10
T(i,:)= T_EXP1_new_new(i,[1,2,3,4,5,12,13]);
Tq_0(i,:) = interp1(X,T(i,:),X_First,'pchip','extrap');
Tq_20(i,:) = interp1([X(1:5) X(6)],T(i,1:6),X_Last,'linear','extrap');
Tq_18(i,:) = interp1([X(1:4) X(6)],[T(i,1:4) T(i,6)],X(5),...
'linear','extrap');
TN(i,:) = [Tq_0(i,:)

T(i,1:5) Tq_20(i,:) T(i,6:7)];

end
%
for i = 1:NNN
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T_prime(i,1)
T_prime(i,2)
T_prime(i,3)
T_prime(i,4)
T_prime(i,5)
T_prime(i,6)
T_prime(i,7)

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

(3*TN(i,1)+ TN(i,2))/4;
(TN(i,1) + 2*TN(i,2)+ TN(i,3))/4;
(TN(i,2) + 2*TN(i,3)+ TN(i,4))/4;
(TN(i,3) + 2*TN(i,4)+ TN(i,5))/4;
(TN(i,4) + 2*TN(i,5)+ TN(i,6))/4;
(TN(i,5) + 2*TN(i,6)+ TN(i,7))/4;
(TN(i,6)+ 3*TN(i,7))/4;

end
XN = [X_First X(1,1:5) X_Last X(1,6:7)];
sz = linspace(1,100,NNN-1);
%
for i=1:NNN-1
T1=TN(i,:);
T2=TN(i+1,:);
T_ave=(T1+T2)/2;
T_ave_K = zeros(6,1);
T_ave_K(1,1)=(T_ave(1)+T_ave(2))/2;
T_ave_K(2,1)=(T_ave(2)+T_ave(3))/2;
T_ave_K(3,1)=(T_ave(3)+T_ave(4))/2;
T_ave_K(4,1)=(T_ave(4)+T_ave(5))/2;
T_ave_K(5,1)=(T_ave(5)+T_ave(6))/2;
T_ave_K(6,1)=(T_ave(6)+T_ave(7))/2;
T_prime1 = T_prime(i,:);
T_prime2 = T_prime(i+1,:);
T_prime_ave= (T_prime1 + T_prime2)/2;

% Form C Matrix
CM = zeros(6);
for L=1:5
CM (L, L)= 2*abs(T_ave(L)-T_ave(L+1))/((XN(L+1)-XN(L)+XN(L+2)...
-XN(L+1))*(XN(L+1)-XN(L)));
CM (L, L+1)= - 2*abs(T_ave(L+1)-T_ave(L+2))/((XN(L+1)-XN(L)...
+XN(L+2)-XN(L+1))*(XN(L+2)-XN(L+1)));
end
CM (6,6)= 2*abs(T_ave(6)-T_ave(7))/((XN(7)-XN(6))^2);
% Form F Matrix
FM = zeros(6,1);
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for L=1:6
Rho_bar=Porosity*Rho_air(T_prime_ave(L+1)) + (1-Porosity)...
*Rho_A;
Cp_bar=(Porosity*Rho_air(T_prime_ave(L+1))...
*Cp_air(T_prime_ave(L+1)) + (1-Porosity)...
*Rho_A*Cp_Particle(T_prime_ave(L+1)))/Rho_bar;
FM (L, 1)= Rho_bar*Cp_bar*abs(T_prime2(L+1)-T_prime1(L+1))...
/(t_s(i+1)-t_s(i));
end
q_out=K_ins*abs(T_ave(8)-T_ave(7))/(XN(8)-XN(7));
FM (6, 1) = FM (6, 1) + 2*q_out/(XN(7)-XN(6));
% Compute K Matrix
KM = CM\FM; % [W/(m∙K)]
% q_in computation
Rho_bar=Porosity*Rho_air(T_prime_ave(1)) + (1-Porosity)*Rho_A;
Cp_bar=(Porosity*Rho_air(T_prime_ave(1))*Cp_air(T_prime_ave(1)) +...
(1-Porosity)*Rho_A*Cp_Particle(T_prime_ave(1)))/Rho_bar;
FM_q_in= Rho_bar*Cp_bar*(T_prime2(1)-T_prime1(1))/(t_s(i+1)-t_s(i));
CM_q_in= 2*KM(1)*(T_ave(1)-T_ave(2))/((XN(2)-XN(1))^2);
q_in = (FM_q_in + CM_q_in)*(XN(2)-XN(1))/2;
% Plot K Matrix
Ti(i,1:4)= T_ave_K([2:5],1);
Ki(i,1:4)= KM([2:5],1);
scatter(T_ave_K(1:6,1),KM(1:6,1),sz(i))
hold on
end
% Plot
figure ()
plot((1:NNN),TN(1:NNN,6:8))
Tii=reshape(Ti,1,[])';
Kii=reshape(Ki,1,[])';
figure ()
scatter(reshape(Ti,1,[]),reshape(Ki,1,[]))
[sortedA, idx] = sort( Tii );
sortedB = Kii(idx);
x=sortedA;
y=sortedB;
%
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Function Rho_air.m:
function Rho_air = Rho_air(t)
%
% Function: Calculates the density of air for various temperatures
% Author : Seyed Adib Taba
% Date
: 28 December 2020
%
%
t = t+273.15;
P = 101325; % pressure [Pa]
R = 287.05; % Specific gas contant for dry air. [J/(kg*K)]
Rho_air = P/(R*t); % (kg/m^3)
Rho_air = Rho_air*1000; % (g/m^3)
end

Function Cp_air.m (the correlation equation adapted from reference [49]):
function Cp_air = Cp_air(t)
%
% Function: Calculates the heat capacity of air for various temperatures
% Author : Seyed Adib Taba
% Date
: 28 December 2020
%
%
t = (t+273.15)/1000;
A = 1.05;
B = -0.365;
C = 0.85;
D = -0.39;
Cp_air = A + B*t + C*t.^2 + D*t.^3; % Heat capacity (J/(g*K))
end

Function Cp_Particle.m (the correlation equation adapted from reference [50]):
function Cp_Particle = Cp_Particle(t)
%
% Function: Calculates the heat capacity of Alumina for various
%
temperatures
% Author : Seyed Adib Taba
% Date
: 28 December 2020
%
%
t = (t+273.15);
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A = -40.92;
B = 4.024;
C = -5.0048*1e-3;
D = 2.8852*1e-6;
E = -6.2488*1e-10;
Cp_Particle = A + B*t + C*t.^2 + D*t.^3 + E*t.^4; % Heat capacity (J/(kg*K))
Cp_Particle = Cp_Particle/1000; % Heat capacity (J/(g*K))
end
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APPENDIX D2: ANALYTICAL SIMULATION CODE
For running the following code MATLAB functions of “Struve functions” [51] are needed:
% Code
: Analytical Simulation (Uniform/Nonuniform Heat Flux)
% Author : Seyed Adib Taba
% Date
: 28 December 2020
%
%
% (*Nonuniform)
%
%
%
clear
close all
clc

Bi=10;
R_prime=1;
B=0; % (*B=-1;)
N_terms=15;
N_r=100;
N_z=100;
N_P=1;

% Computing Lambda_n
F = @(Lambda) Lambda*besselj(1,Lambda*R_prime)- Bi*besselj(0,Lambda*R_prime);
interval = [0, 1000];
N = 5000;
start_points = linspace(interval(1),interval(2),N);
Lambda_n = [];
for i=1:numel(start_points)-1
try
Lambda_n(end+1) = fzero(F,[start_points(i),start_points(i+1)]);
end
if size(Lambda_n,2) == N_terms
break
end
end

% Plot results of roots:
figure, hold on
fplot(F,[0, start_points(i+1)],'DisplayName','Eigen condition')
plot(Lambda_n,zeros(size(Lambda_n)),'rx','DisplayName','Roots (\lambda_{n})')
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xlabel('\lambda')
ylabel('Eigen condition')
legend

% Computing T
r_Interval = [0, R_prime];
z_Interval = [0, 1];
q_Interval = [1, 1]; % (*q_Interval = [3/2, 3/2];)
r = linspace(r_Interval(1),r_Interval(2),N_r);
z = linspace(z_Interval(1),z_Interval(2),N_z);
C = linspace(q_Interval(1),q_Interval(2),N_P);
T = zeros(N_r,N_z,N_P);
for k=1:N_P
for i=1:N_z
for j=1:N_r
for n=1:N_terms
LM=Lambda_n(1,n);
ZZ=z(1,i);
RR=r(1,j);
RL=R_prime*LM;
Cn1=B*((Bi*(2*RL-pi*StruveH0(RL))+pi*LM*StruveH1(RL))...
/(RL*LM*sinh(LM)*besselj(0,RL)*(((LM)^2)+(Bi^2))));
Cn2=C(k)*(2*Bi/(RL*sinh(LM)*besselj(0,RL)...
*(((LM)^2)+(Bi^2))));
Cn=Cn1+Cn2;
T(j,i,k)=T(j,i,k)+Cn*cosh(LM*(ZZ))*besselj(0,RR*LM);
end
end
end
end

% Plot the contour of T
figure()
contourf(r,z,T(:,:,1)')
c = colorbar;
xlabel('r/L')
ylabel('z/L')
s1 = ['$\overline{T}_{max}$'];
c.Label.Interpreter = 'latex';
c.Label.String = s1;
colormap(flipud(hot))
%
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